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Evaluation of Six Active Warning Devices for Use at
Railroad-Highway Grade Crossings
K.W. HEATHINGTON, DANIEL B. FAMBRO, and ROBERT W. ROCHELLE

ABSTRACT

Six new active railroad-highway grade crossing warning devices were evaluated under
controlled laboratory testing conditions.
The six devices included two alternatives
for each of three basic systems--four-quadrant gates (with and without skirts), fourquadrant flashing light signals (with and
without strobes), and highway traffic signals (with one and with three white bar
strobes). The evaluation involved testing
the performance of each of the six devices
in a near realworld environment to identify
the three most desirable devices for subsequent field testing. Thirty-two test subjects drove an instrumented vehicle repeatedly over a private two-lane highway. On
each trip down the roadway, the test driver
encountered three full-scale active warning
devices, any one of which may or may not
have been actuated as the vehicle approached.
The experimental design included
different actuation distances as well as day
and night conditions.
In addition to driver
behavior data, attitudinal data on the effectiveness of the six devices were obtained
from each subject.
All six active warning
devices tested were perceived to be superior
to standard active warning devices currently
in use at railroad-highway grade crossings.
Generally speaking, alternative B of each
system (i.e., with skirts, with overhead
stobes, and with three white bar strobes)
was more effective.
Four-quadrant gates
with skirts tended to be a superior system
in all categories of analysis. The relative
effectiveness of flashing light signals and
highway traffic signals tended to alternate
depending on the category of analysis; there
was not a consistent ordering of effectiveness of these two systems.

Research to improve safety at railroad-highway grade
crossings has been going on for some 50 years, but
the methods used for warning motorists of impending
danger at a crossing have not changed significantly.
During this time many innovative warning systems
have been developed for use both at and in advance
of crossings and millions of dollars have been spent
in developing, testing, and evaluating these devices. Yet field implementation of new concepts has
been minimal.
As part of a research project that addresses
these issues, eight innovative active warning devices were identified as having potential for improving safety at railroad-highway grade crossings
(1). A prioritization of these eight devices identified five of them for detailed laboratory evaluation. However, careful review of these five devices
determined that they were in fact variations of
three conceptually different systems (i.e., gates,
flashing light signals, and highway traffic sig-

nals). For this reason, it was proposed that laboratory testing evaluate six devices consisting of
two variations of each of the three basic systems.
The devices chosen for testing were
1. Four-quadrant gate system with and without
skirts,
2. Four-quadrant flashing light signal system
with and without overhead strobes, and
3. Highway traffic signal system with one and
with three white bar strobes.
The evaluation process involved testing the performance of each of these devices in a near realworld environment to identify the three most desirable devices for subsequent field testing.
The
configuration of each prototype device was in accordance with the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control
Devices (2) and standard highway engineering practice. Figures 1-3 show the installation of the six
devices as they were evaluated in the laboratory
testing.
The results of this study are summarized
in this paper; supporting documentation is contained
in another report (1_) •
EXPERIMENTAL PLAN
The laboratory evaluation of the active warning
devices involved 32 test subjects each of whom drove

FIGURE 1 Four-quadrant gate system: top, alternative A, without
skirts on gate arms; bottom, alternative B, with skirts added to all
gate arms.
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an instrumented vehicle at approximately 40 mph
repeatedly over a 1. 5- mile stretch of private two On each trip down the roadway, the
1 ane highway.
test driver encountered three full-scale active
railroad-highway grade crossing warning devices, any
one of which may or may not have been actuated as
the vehicle approached.
Subjects were requested to
respond to the traffic control devices as they would
under normal driving conditions.
An experimental
design was deve l op ed i n wh i ch the effects of the
following independent variables could be evaluated
(j):

.

1. Alternative active warning devices (alternative A versus alternative B for each system);
2. Basic active war'ning systems (system A versus
syste m B ver s us system C) ;
3. Signal actuation distance (null, long, med i urn , and short ) ; and
4. Lighting conditions (day versus night).
Each subject experienced two replications of each
of the 48 treatment combinations. All of the variables are self-explanatory with the exception of
actuation distance that was defined as the distance
the test vehicle was from the device when the device
communicated a
changing of
right-of-way
(i.e.,
flashing light signals were actuated or the highway
traffic signal changed to yellow).

FIGURE 2 Four-quadrant flashing light signal system: top,
alternative A, without strobes; bottom, alternative B, with red
strobe lights over traffic lanes.

I

RESULTS
Subject Characteristics
Half of the 32 subjects were male and half were
female; each group was further divided into an equal
number of younger (under 25) and older (over 60)
drivers.
The younger subjects had been driving an
average of 4.1 years and the older drivers an average of 45. B years.
In both age groups, the males
drove almost twice as many miles per y ear as did
their female counterparts.
The average educational
l~vel of i:.he subj~(;t population was similai:- for each
of the four groups; however , individuals within the
groups ranged from those who did not complete high
school to college graduates.
When the subjects' s i mple reaction times were
measured, the young male subjects were the fastest
(0_41 sec) of any of the four grnups. Times for the
other three categories were all about 0. 48 sec. When
visi~n was tested,
the average corrected visual
acu i ty o f the y oung er sub jects w~ s ~ bo u t 20/20 $

For

the older subjects, the average was about 20/30,
which is the legal requi r e men t f o r operat i ng a motor
\tehicl e in Te nnessee. However, two younger and fi 11e
older drivers did not meet this criterion .

Attitudinal Data
After completing all of the test runs, each subject
was asked to compare the effectiveness o f e ac h o f
t:.ne

FIGURE 3 Highway traffic signal system: top, alternative A,
white bar strobe in overhead red signal lens; bottom, white bar
strobe in each red signal lens.

six a.u:ernat:.1ve

devices

wi.t:.n

that

uf

existing

signals. An absolute scale of 1 to 5 was used for
this purpose, with 3 being about the same as existing signals, 1 being much less effective, and 5
being much mor e e ffective.
Responses were solicited
for both day and night driving conditions.
All six
of the d e vices we re r a n ked higher than ex isti ng
signals in both situations. In each case, the fourquadrant flashing lights was the lowest ranked alternative. The rank order of the other four devices
varied by time of day.
For day dri v ing, the order
was four-quadrant gates, highway traffic signals,
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and four-quadrant flashing light signals.
However,
this was not true for night; one of the four-quadrant flashing light signal alternatives was rated as
the second most effective device at night.
In addition to the absolute rankings, the subjects were asked to pick the more effective device
from a series of two alternatives.
Thurstone's
method of paired comparisons (5) was used to determine a relative ranking of the six alternative devices. Figure 4 shows the results of these rankings
for both day and night conditions.
As shown, the
two highest ranked alternatives involved four-quadrant gates with and without skirts. The third ranked
device was the four-quadrant flashing light signals
with overhead strobes.
The next two ranked devices
involved the highway traffic signal.
The lowest
ranked alternative was the four-quadrant flashing
light signals without overhead strobes.
This ranking technique clearly shows the gate system with
skirts to be much preferred to the other systems.

DAY

NIGHT

2.68
/

Four - Quadrant Gates With Skirts - - - -

2.44

1.59
1.34
1.23

""'

Four-Quadrant Gates Without Skirts -

1.59

Four-Quadrant Flashing Light Signals -

1.30

With Overhead Strobes
Highway Traffic Signals - -- -- - -,1- 0.95
With Three White Bar Strobes

0.59

0.00

Highway Traffic Signals
With One White Bar Strobe

0.48

Four- Quadrant Flashing Light Signals

0.00

FIGURE 4 Relative ranking of the six alternative active warning
devices.

Driver Behavior Data
To investigate the effects of the six innovative
devices on subject behavior, each of 3,024 observations was classified according to device type, actuation distance,
and lighting condition.
This
resulted in a model with 48 cells (6 devices x 4
distances x 2 conditions).
Brake reaction time and
maximum deceleration rate were selected as the most
meaningful variables from the candidate list of
variables describing a subject's reaction to a traffic control device.
The cell means for these variables were calculated and stored in tabular format.
An attempt was made to analyze the number of extreme
deceleration rates in the data set; however, because
only 13 of the observed rates could be classified as
extreme, a further analysis was not conducted.
To determine whether the cell mean differences
were real or simply a result of chance, three-way
analysis of variance (ANOVA) tests for statistical
significance were performed. Duncan's test (~) was
used to test the differences for each of the three
main effects in the full model.
Results are as
follows:

1. When response to the six device types is
averaged across all levels of actuation distance and
lighting condition, there is not a significant difference between the two gate systems and the two
flashing light systems; however, the difference in
response to these four devices and to the two highway traffic signal systems is significant.
2. When response to four actuation distances is
averaged across all levels of device type and lighting condition, there are significant differenc~s
between each of the four distances.
3. When response to the two lighting conditions
is averaged across all levels of device type and
actuation distance, there is significant difference
between day and night; however, the magnitude of the
difference (0.23 sec) is very small.
Because actuation distance explained most of the
variation in the data set, it was decided to run
separate two-way ANOVA tests for each of the four
actuation distances.
The results are summarized in
Table 1.
Interpretation of this table is rather
complex because both variables are represented and
each column depicts a separate ANOVA test.
There
are only 12 cells (6 devices x 2 conditions) in each
model, and there are 4 models for each variable.
For each model, cells with the same letter are not
significantly different.
As an example, for the brake reaction time var iable and the medium actuation distance, response to
the two types of four-quadrant gates is significantly different (faster) than response to the other
four devices; however, differences within the two
groups (two types of gates and the other four devices) are not statistically significant.
For the
short actuation distance, response to the fourquadrant gates with skirts is significantly different from response to the two types of highway
traffic signals.
In addition, response to the two
types of four-quadrant gate systems and the two
types of four-quadrant flashing light signal systems
is significantly different from the response to two
types of highway signals. Because the four-quadrant
gates without skirts belong to both groups A and B,
there i£ no significant difference between the fourquadrant gate systems and four-quadrant flashing
light signal systems.
Basically, the four-quadrant gates with skirts
always belong to the fastest group, and the two
types of highway traffic signals are always associated with the slowest. The placement of the fourquadrant gates without skirts and the two types of
four-quadrant flashing light signals varies with
actuation distance. In addition, at both the medium
and long distances, response to the devices is significantly different between day and night conditions.
Interpretation of the maximum deceleration rates
is not as clear-cut. There is not a significant
difference in deceleration at the short actuation
distance, but at the other distances there are differences.
However, there appears to be no pattern
to the results.
As with the brake reaction time
variable, response to the devices at the medium and
long actuation distances was significantly different
under day and night conditions.

CONCLUSIONS
All six innovative active warning devices were perceived as superior to standard active warning devices currently in use at railroad-highway grade
crossings.
The subjects always perceived the fourquadrant gates with skirts as the most effective and
four-quadrant flashing light signals without strobes
as the least effective on both an absolute and rela-

-
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TABLE l Comparison of Average Brake Reaction Times and Maximum Deceleration Rates for Various Actuation
Distances
Actuation Distance

Short
(330 ft)

Variable

Type of Traffic Control

First brake, time

Four-quadrant gates without skirts
Four-quadrant flashing light signals without strobes
Highway traffic signals-one white bar strobe
Four-quadrant gates with skirts
Four-quadrant flashing light signals with overhead strobes
Highway traffic signals-three white bar strobes
Four-quadrant gates without skirts
Four-quadrant flashing light signals without strobes
Highway traffic signals--one white bar strobe
Four-quadrant gates with skirts
Four-quadrant flashing light signals with overhead strobes
Highway traffic signals-three white bar strobes

Maximum deceleration, rate

Medium a

(440 ft)

Long•
(670 ft)

Null
(0 ft)
A
A

A,B

A

B

B
B
A
B
B
A,B

A
A
B
A
A
B
A
B

A,B,C
B,C
B,C
A

A
B
A

c

A
B

c
A
A

A
A
A
A

c

A

B

A
A
B
A,B
B,C
A
A

c

A

Note: Cr:lls with thP. ~Ami'! lt>:ttr:r ;ne not significantly diff11runt.
8 SignificRnt differi:-nces hetween d!ly and night.

tive ranking basis.
The perceived effectiveness of
the other four devices tended to cluster together
and was not significantly different on the absolute
ranking basis for either day or night conditions.
However, on the relative ranking basis, there was a
consistent order of perceived effectiveness for both
conditions.
At both the short and medium actuation distances,
four-quadrant gates with skirts resulted in significantly quicker brake reaction times than either
highway traffic signals or four-quadrant flashing
light signals. In addition, at all actuation distances, the two highway traffic signal alternatives
resulted in significantly slower brake reaction
times than either of the other two systems. At the
short actuation distance, there was no significant
difference in the resultant deceleration rates for
any of the six active warning devices, but there was
for medium and long activation distances.
Generally speaking, alternative B of each system
(i.e., with skirts, with overhead strobes, and with
three white bar strobes) was more effective: fourquadrant gates with skirts tended to be a superior
system in all categor 1es of analysis: and the eff ectiveni.2s of four-quadrant flashing l ight s i gnal s
and highway traffic signals tended to alternate
relative to one another depending on the category of
analysis: there was not a consistent ordering of the
effectiveness of these two systems .

to the U.S. Air Force for the use of the roadway
facilities at the McGhee-Tyson Air National Guard
Base. In addition, the authors are greatly indebted
to the 32 test subjects, who often spent much more
time at the test site than anticipated.
Without
their cooperation, this study would not have been
successful.
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Accident Severity Prediction Formula for
Rail-Highway Crossings
JOHNS . HITZ

ABSTRACT

The development of formulas to predict the
severity of accidents at public rail-highway
crossings is described.
The formulas make
use of the previously developed DOT Accident
Prediction Formula, the u.s. DOT-AAR National Rail-Highway Crossing Inventory, and
the FRA accident files.
When these new
formulas are used in the DOT Resource Allocation Procedure, information will be available to assist in making better decisions
about where to install motorist-warning devices to further increase crossing safety
for a given level of funding.
Established
statistical techniques were used to develop
two formulas: one that estimates the number
of fatal accidents per year at a crossing
and one that estimates the number of injury
accidents per year at a crossing.
rt was
found that the factors in the inventory that
significantly influence fatal accident severity, given that an accident occurred,
were maximum timetable train speed, the
number of through trains per day, the number
of switch trains per day, and urban or rural
location.
For
injury
accident severity,
given that an accident occurred, the significant
factors
were maximum timetable
train speed, the number of tracks, and urban
or rural location. The performance of these
severity formulas is discussed and calculated results are presented.

The DOT Rail-Highway Crossing Resource Allocation
Procedure, developed at the U.S. Department of
Transportation's
Transportation
Systems
Center
(TSC), employs an accident prediction formula.
In
an attempt to improve the effectiveness and usefulness of the resource allocation procedure, a study
was undertaken to incorporate a quantitative measure
of severity in the accident prediction formula.
That study (1) is documented in this paper.
Two
severity formulas were developed using established
statistical techniques: one formula estimates the
number of fatal accidents per year at a crossing and
the other estimates the number of injury accidents
per year at a crossing. The resulting formulas are
to be incorporated in the DOT Rail-Highway Crossing
Resource Allocation Procedure <1·1>·
BACKGROUND
The Highway Safety Acts of 1973 and 1976 and the
Surface Transportation Assistance Acts of 1978 and
1982 provide federal funding authorizations to
states specifically for safety improvement projects
at public rail-highway crossings.
Such safety im-

provements frequently involve the installation of
active motorist-warning devices such as flashing
lights or gates.
To promote the effective use of
federal funds for these safety projects, the u.s.
Department of Transportation (DOT) has developed a
procedure to assist states and railroads in planning
rail-highway crossing safety programs.
This procedure,
the DOT Rail-Highway Crossing Resource
Allocation Procedure
(DOT procedure), determines
crossing safety improvements that result in the
greatest accident reduction benefits based on consideration of predicted accidents at crossings, the
costs and effectiveness of safety improvement opt ions, and budget limits.
Two analytic methods have been developed as part
of the DOT procedure.
Their development followed
completion of a
joint U.S. DOT-Association of
American
Railroads
(AAR)
Na tiona l
Rail-Hig hway
Crossing Inventory (inventory) , whi ch numbered and
collected inventory information for all public and
private crossings in the United States (4).
The
first analytic method included in the DOT procedure
is the DOT accident prediction formula, which computes the expected number of accidents at crossings
based on information available in the inventory and
crossing accident data files (5). The second analytic method is a resource alloC"ation model designed
to rank crossings that are candidates for improvement on a cost-effective basis and to recommend the
type of warning device that is to be installed (6).
The current effort is motivated by the r ec~n i
t ion that not all rail-highway crossing acc idents
are equally severe.
In 1981 there were a total of
8,546 rail-highway cro ssi ng a cc i d e nt s (7 ). Of t he se
accidents 5 , 761 cause d no c asualties, -2 , 22 4 c aused
inju r ies only , and 561 i nvolved fatalit i es .
Thu s ,
67 percent of the a c cide nt s involved no mea su rabl e
casualty severity, and only 6.6 percent involved
fatalities.
This unequal distribution of severity
among crossing accid e n t s ma ke s it impor tant , but
d ifficult, to ident ify t ho se crossings t hat are
l ike ly to have high-se ve ri ty accid e nt s .
A prio ri ty
r ank ing of cross ings by n umber o f p r e d i cted acc id ents (as done by cu rr ent DOT procedure ) could be
s ig n ificantly different from s uc h a ranking by pred i c ted s everity o f a cc i den t . This difference might
a f f ect the use o f i mproveme n t f unds .
ACCIDENT SEVERITY FORMULA
The traditional approach to risk analysis (8) views
safety risk as the product of two independent factors: (a) the frequency of accident occurrence, and
(b) the severity or consequences of accident occurrence. The product of these two factors for a given
hazardous situation provides the total safety risk
for that situation.
For example, a rail-highway
crossing with a predicted accident frequency of o. 5
accidents per year and a predicted accident severity
of 0.2 fatalities per accident poses a total safety
risk of O. l fatalities per year.
The division of
safety · risk into accident frequency and severity

"'
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components is particularly appropriate for the current effort because one of the components, the DOT
accident prediction formula, already exists.
The
proposed severity prediction formula would be used
with the accident prediction formula to provide a
prediction of total safety risk as follows:
R

=A

x

S

(1)

.24

~

°'

B

.12

A

u

A

s

risk of a crossing measured in expected casualties per year,
predicted accident frequency from the current
DOT accident prediction formula, and
predicted accident casualties from the severity prediction model.

A major benefit of this approach is that the current
DOT accident prediction formula will remain unchanged and can be used either with or without the
severity formula. Procedures for use of the severity
formula with the DOT accident prediction formula and
the DOT Rail-Highway Crossing Resource Allocation
Procedure will be described in an updated version of
the Rail-Highway Crossing Resource Allocation Procedures User's Guide (3), due for completion during
fiscal year 1984.
-
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FIGURE 1 Comparison of fatality severity measures.
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Under this effort two severity formulas were developed: one formula to predict fatality severity and
another to predict injury severity.
These formulas
provide predictions on the basis of the crossing
characteristics described in the inventory.
The
first task in developing the severity formulas involved the selection of specific measures of severity to be quantified by the formulas. The next task
was to identify in the inventory crossing factors
that showed a strong correlation with measures of
severity for possible inclusion in the severity
formulas. The severity formulas were then developed
using a regression procedure, referred to as the
logistic discriminant approach, which employs an
iterative weighted regression technique that is a
modification of a method described in Cox (9).
The
last task in development of the severity formulas
was to evaluate their performance by comparing predicted versus actual accident severity.
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FIGURE 2 Comparison of injury severity measures.

review of how the measures vary as a function of a
SEVERITY PREDICTION FORMULA DEVELOPMENT
Selection of Severity Measures
The proposed use of the severity formulas dictates
that severity be measured in terms of consequences,
given that an accident occurred.
The severity measures must therel"ore be expressed in terms 01" consequences per accident.
The current effort concentrated on developing formulas for quantifying
fatalities and injuries as measures of severity.
For the purposes of this study, a fatal accident
is an accident in which at least one fatality occurred independent of injuries or property damage i
an injury accident is an accident in which there
were no fatalities and at least one injury occurred
independent of property damage.
To assist in evaluating alternative measures of
fatality and injury severity, histograms were developed as shown in Figures l and 2. These histograms
relate average values of the measures, calculated
from accident records, to accidents grouped by intervals of maximum train speed.
This permits a

factor

(maximum

~irne~aoie

train

speeaJ

previously

shown to be correlated with accident severity ( 10) .
It should be noted that maximum timetable t;ain
speed is a crossing character is tic included in the
inventory, and it is used here as a surrogate for
actual train speed at the time of an accident.
The histograms in Figure l show that the three
l"atality measures considered vary with train speed
in the same general manner. All three increase with
train speed to about 60 mph beyond which they remain
relatively constant.
This is intuitive because,
heyona some high uolue of Reverityr fatol itiP.s ~an
no longer increase.
As originally surmised, values
for fatalities per accident are higher than values
for fatal accidents per accident which, in turn, are
higher than those for fatalities per occupant per
ctL;(;iU~nL.

Tin~

oiadp~

ur

Lilt: iii::;i:.uyr.ctmo fur.

Ll1t::!

Llu~t:

measures is generally the same, however, suggesting
that any of the measures could be used with similar
results.
Given the general compatibility of the
measures, fatal accidents per accident was chosen as
the measure of fatality severity because it avoids
the complexities of dealing with vehicle occupants.
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This measure can be restated, in statistical terms,
as the probability of a fatal accident, given an
accident.
The same reasoning led to the selection of injury
accidents per accident as the measure of injury
severity. This measure can be restated as the probability of an injury accident, given an accident.
It is of interest to note from Figure 2 that the
shape of the injury severity histograms increases
and then decreases with increasing train speed.
This is also intuitive because, beyond some severity
threshold, casualties will increasingly be fatalities rather than injuiies.

.3
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20

Selection of Severity Factors

40
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80
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Development of the severity formulas started with
identification of factors that correlate with the
severity measures and are thus potential predictors
of severity. All crossing characteristic factors in
the inventory were systematically reviewed to identify those correlated with the severity measures.
To accomplish this, histograms similar to Figures 1
and 2 were developed relating average values of the
measures calculated for accidents grouped by intervals of the factor in question.
Results of this
analysis showed that train speed was the strongest
predictor of fatal accident severity of all the
factors in the inventory.
This is consistent with
results obtained by Coleman and Stewart (10) in an
earlier study of crossing accident data. Histograms
were also constructed relating the severity measures
to two factors.
The following factors were identified as potentially useful in predicting fatality
and injury severity:
-Maximum timetable train speed,
-Urban or rural crossing,
-Number of main tracks,
-Number of other tracks,
-Number of through trains, and
-Number of switch trains.

FIGURE 3 Typical plot of observed fatal accident
frequency und calculated values of P(F AIA).
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FIGURE 4 Typical plot of observed injury accident
frequency and calculated values of P(IAIA).

Summary of Formula Development
The analytic objective of this phase of the study
was to develop formulas that would predict the probability of a fatal accident given an accident,
P(FAIA), and the probability of an injury accident
given an accident, P(IAIA). From these two formulas
the safety risk expressed in terms of expected number of fatal accidents, Rf, and injury accidents,
Ri, per year at a crossing can be determined from
Ax P(FAIA)

(2)

A x P(IAIA)

(3)

where A is the expected number of accidents per year
at the crossing from the DOT accident prediction
formula.
The analytic character of the fatal accident probability function, P(FAIA), relative to observed data
is shown in Figure 3. This graph is a frequency plot
of the observed ratio of fatal accidents to total
accidents versus maximum timetable train speed. The
function P(FAIA) is represented by the dashed line
that is a best fit to the observed data points connected by the solid line.
Of course, the severity
formula is multivariate and, hence, the dashed line
for P(FAIA) would be a multidimensional "surface."
The analytic character of P(IAIA) relative to
observed data is shown in Figure 4. This graph is a
frequency plot of the observed ratio of injury acci-

dents to total accidents versus the same variable,
maximum timetable train speed.
In this case, the
function P(IAIA) does not increase monotonically
with severity.
However, the particular regression
procedure used to develop the severity formulas
involved fitting a monotonic function to the observed data.
The required formula for predicting
injury accident probability could, therefore, not be
obtained directly from the regression analysis.
This problem was overcome by limiting the accident
data to nonfatal accidents.
A formula was then
developed, from the regression analyses, to predict
the probability of an injury accident given that a
nonfatal accident occurred, P(IAINFA).
The formula for P(IAINFA) is, as required, a monotonically
increasing function of . severity.
Having obtained
the formula for P (!Al NFA) , the desired formula for
P (IAI A) was then obtained from the following relationship:
P(IAIA) = P(IAINFA) x P(NFAIA)
where P(NFAIA) is the probability of a
cident, given an accident, that is,
P (NFAIA) = 1 - P(FAIA)
where P(FAIA) is the fatal accident
formula obtained earlier. Hence,

(4)
nonfatal ac-

(5)
probability
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P(IAIA)

= P(IAINFA)

x [l - P(FAIA)]

(6)

In performing the regression analyses, the observed data for the dependent variable were assigned
only two values.
In the case of the fatal accident
formula these values were +l for a fatal accident
and -1 for a nonfatal accident.
For the injury
accident formula the values assigned were +l for an
injury accident and -1 for a noninjury accident.
The data used for the analyses were for the years
1978-1980.
The regression analyses resulted in
nonlinear formulas for the dependent variable f,
from the fatal accident data, and i, from the injury
accident data.
The resulting regression formulas typically produced values between +l and -1 for the independent
variables f and i. Extreme values of the independent
variables f and i can, in theory, be from +00 to
-oo. The cleslred values for f and i, however, are
between 0 and 1 as required by the probability functions P(FAIA) and P(IAIA). The formulas for f and i
therefore had to be transformed into probability
functions.
To accomplish this the following transformation was made to f to obtain the desired fatal
accident probability formula:
P(FAIA)

a

1/(1 + e-2f)

(7)

For the injury accident formula, the probability
of an injury accident given a nonfatal accident,
P(IAINFA), was obtained first:

where
ms
maximum timetable train speed {mph) ;
ts • number of switch trains per day;
tt
number of through trains per day; and
ur • 1 for urban crossing, O for rural crossing.
The probability of an injury accident given an
accident, P(IAIA), is expressed as
P(IAIA) = [l - P(FAIA)]/(l +CI x MS x TK x UR)

(10)

where
P (FAIA)

probability of a fatal accident, given
an accident, obtained from Equation 9,
formula constant = 4.280,
CI
MS
factor for maximum timetable train
speed,
TK
factor for number of tracks, and
UR= factor for urban or rural crossing.

The equations for calculating crossing characteristic factors for the injury accident probability
formula are
CI
4. 280
MS • ms-0.2334
TK
e0.1176tk
UR
e0.1844ur
where

P(IAINFA) • 1/(1 + e-2i)

(8)

The probability of an injury accident given an accident, P(IAIA), was then obtained b~ substituting
Equations 7 and 8 into Equation 6 as described previously.
This discussion has provided an overview of the
strategy involved in obtaining the formulas required
for predicting fatal accident and injury accident
probabilities.
A more detailed discussion of the
regression analysis is presented elsewhere <.!>.

ms
ur

maximum timetable train speed (mph) 1
1 for urban crossing, 0 for rural crossing;
and
tk • total number of tracks at crossing.

To simplify use of the formulas, the values of
the crossing characteristic factors have been tabulated for typical values of crossing characteristics. These values are given in Tables 1 and 2 for
the fatal accident and injury accident probability
formulas, respectively.

Resulting Severity Prediction Formulas
use of Severity Prediction Formula
The resulting formulas for predicting the probabilities of fatal accidents and injury accidents can be
expressed in terms of several factors that are combined by simple mathematical operations. Each factor
in the formulas represents a crossing characteristic
described in the inventory.
The probability of a
fatal accident given an accident, P(FAlA), is expressed as
P(FAIA)

= 1/(1

+CF x MS x TT x TS x UR)

(9)

where
CF •
MS
TT=
TS
UR •

formula constant = 6'l~,
factor for maximum timetable train speed,
factor for through trains per day,
factor for switch trains per day, and
factor for urban or rural crossing.

The equations for calculating crossing characteristic factors for the fatal accident probability
formula are

A sample application of the fatal and injury accident severity formula for a typical crossing is
provided to demonstrate their use.
Characteristics
of the sample crossing are listed in Table 3.
To determine the probability of a fatal accident
given an accident at the sample crossing, Equation 9
is used. Values for the factors in the fatal accident severity formula (Equation 9) can be computed
from the equations given previously or looked up in
Table 1. Table 1 gives the following factor values
for the crossing characteristics specified:
CF:: 695.0

MS• 0.019
TT"' 0.782
TS "' 1.202
UR"' 1.000
Substituting the factor values into the fatal accident probability formula yields
P (FAl/I)

CF • 695
MS
ms-1. 074
TT
(tt + l)-0.1025
TS
(ts + 1) o.102s
UR = e0.188ur

l / ! l + CF

x MS x TT x TS x UR)

1/(1 + 695.0 x 0.019 x 0.782 x 1.202 x
1. 000)
.075
To determine the probability of an injury acci-
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TABLE 1 Factor Values for Fatal Accident Probability Formula
Maximum

Formula
Constant
(CF)

Timetable
Train Speed
(mph)

695.0

MS
1.000
0.178
0.084

I

s
10
IS
20
25
30
40

0
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
9
10
20
30
40

a.ass

0.040
0.032
0.026
0.019
0.015
0.012
0.010
0.009
0.008
0.007

so

60
70
80
90
100
8

No. of
Through
Trains/Day

so

TT
1.000
0.931
0.894
0.868
0.848
0.832
0.819
0.808
0.790
0.782
0.732
0.703
0.683
0.668

No. of
Switch
Trains/Day

TS

0
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
9
10
20
30
40
50

I.ODO
1.074
1.119
1.152
1.179
1.202
1.221
1.238
1.266
1.279
1.366
1.422
1.464
1.497

Urban or
Rural
Crossing8

UR

0

1.000
1.207

0 =rural, 1 = urban.

TABLE 2 Factor Values for Injury Accident Probability Formula

Formula
Constant
(CI)
4.280

Maximum
Timetable
Train Speed
(mph)
I

1.000
0.687
0.584
0.531
0.497
0.472
0.452
0.423
0.401
0.38S
0.371
0.360
0.350
0.341

s
10
15
20
2S
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
JOO

8

MS

Total
Number
of Tracks
0
I
2
3

s
6
7
8
9
JO
15
20

Urban or
Rural
TK
I.ODO
l.l 2S
1.265
1.423
1.800
2.02S
2.278
2.S62
2.882
3.241
S.836
10.507

Crossing8

UR

0
I

l.000
1. 202

0 =rural, 1 =urban.

TABLE 3 Characteristics of Sample Crossing

SEVERITY FORMULA PERFORMANCE

Characteristic

Value

Maximum timetable train speed (mph)
Through trains per day
Switch trains per day
Total number of tracks (main plus other)
Urban or rural location

40
I0
S
2
Rural

To illustrate characteristics of the fatal and injury severity formulas, the two functions P(FAIA)
and P(IAIA) are plotted as a function of maximum
timetable train speed and one other severity factor
in Figures 5 and 6.
The probability of a fatal
accident given an accident P(FAIA)
(Figure 5)
increases as a nearly linear function of timetable
train speed. Changes in the number of through trains
do not have a major influence on fatal accident
severity.
The probability of an injury accident
given an accident P(IAIA) (Figure 6) increases as
a nonlinear function of timetable train speed.
Injury accident severity generally increases rapidly
with timetable train speed and then remains relatively constant beyond 40 mph.
The function actually decreases at high speeds under certain conditions as previously predicted from observation of
actual accident data (see Figure 4). The number of
tracks at the crossing has a significant influence
on the function (injury accident severity decreases
with the number of tracks).
The performance of the severity formulas was
evaluated using two methods: (a) comparing predicted
versus actual severity for sample sets of accidents
and (b) comparing the ability of the formulas to
rank accidents by severity with a random ranking.
Results of the first evaluation are summarized in
Table 4. Using 1978, 1979, and 1980 data, the severity formulas were used to predict the number of

dent given an accident, at the same sample crossing,
Equation 10 is used.
values for the factors in
Equation 10 can be obtained from the equations given
previously or from Table 2. Table 2 gives the following factor values for the characteristics of the
sample crossing:
P {FAIA)

.075 (from fatal accident severity
formula)
CI
4.280
MS
0.423
TK
1. 265
UR= 1.000

Substituting the factor values into the injury accident probability formula yields
P{IAIA)

[l - P{FAIA))/{l +CI x MS x TK x UR)
(1 - .075)/(1 + 4.280 x 0.423 x 1.265 x
1.000)
0.281
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FIGURE 5 Probability of fatal accident, given an
accident, verau11 maximum timetable train ~peetl.

represent expected long-term annual rates and should
be used with caution when estimating severity at individual crossings for a short time.
Results of the second evaluation of the severity
formulas are based on the premise that, for accidents properly ranked by predicted severity , those
at the top of the list (the most severe) should have
a higher than average number of actual fatal and
injury accidents.
On the other hand, accidents at
the top of a randomly ranked list should have only
an average number of actual fatal and injury accidents. The ratio of actual accident severity for a
set of accidents ranked by predicted severity to
actual accident severity for the same size set of
accidents ranked by random selection is a measure of
the formula's ability to identify more seve r e accidents.
This measure is referred to as the power
factor for the p r e d i ction fo r mula.
The power factors for the fatal and injury formu l as f o r se ts o f a cc i de nts, r anked by pre d i cte d
severity, are given in Table 5. The table indicates,

0.30

<

TABLE 5 Ranking Performance of Severity
Formulas

URBAN CROSSING
SWITCH TRAINS = 1
THRU TRAINS = 1

0.20

::!:
....
"-

No. of
Ranked
Accidents

Fatal Severity
Formula
Power Factorsa

Injury Severity
Formula
Power Factors8

100
500
1,000

1.91
2.24
2.13

1.52
1.24
1.26

a Actual severity For ranked group of accidents/actual severity for
randomly selected group of accidents.

0.10
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40
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80

100
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FIGURE 6 Probability of injury accident, given an
accident, versus maximum timetable train speed.

for example, that for the top 100 ranked accidents
the power factors for the fatal and injury formulas
are 1.91 and 1.52, respectively.
This means that
the top 100 accidents ranked by the formulas have
1. 91 and 1. 52 times the number of fatal and injury
accidents, respectively, as a randomly selected
group of 100 accidents.
Similar comparisons are
made for the top 500 and 1;000 accidents;

The re-

sults all show that the fatal and injury severity
formulas are quite effective in predicting accident
situations that tend to be. more severe than the
average.

TABLE4 Predicted Versus Actual Accident Severity
ACKNOWLEDGMENT
No. of
Ranked
Accidents

No. of
Predicted
Fatal
Accidents

No. of
Actual
Fatal
Accidents

No. of
Predicted
Injury
Accidents

No. of
Actual
Injury
Accidents

100
500
1,000
7,934

18.2
79.3
142 ,6
Si 1.9

13
76
145
539

31.3
154.2
305.9
2,018.5

42
17 1
348
2,192

fatal and injury accidents for sets of accidents
that occurred in 1981.
The predictions were then
compared with actual accident records fo r the same
se t s o f a c cidents. The sets of accidents considered
were selected from the top of a list of accidents
ranked by predicted severity. According to Table 4
the severity prediction formulas compare well with
~bee!'•.•ed
dat: _
!'O!' e~a!!!p!e ;
the fir~t: row RhnwR
that, for the top 100 accidents in 1981, the formulas predicted 18.2 fatal accidents versus 13
actual and 31. 3 injury accidents versus 42 actual.
It should be noted that predicted severity values

The original work on the resource allocation procedure and the present study were sponsored jointly by
the FHWA Offices of Research, Development, and Technology and the FRA Office of Safety.
The author
expresses his appreciation to Janet Coleman, FHWA,
and Bruce George, FRA, for their support and guidance and to Edwin Farr, Mary Cross, and .Peter
Menqert of TSC for their technical contributions to
this study.
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Stability and Other Considerations 1n
Simulation Analysis of Signal Control
FENG-BOR LIN

ABSTRACT

Lack of understanding of the nature of simulation and the characteristics of a system
to be simulated can result in misuse of
simulation models and simulation results.
To promote better applications of simulation
models to the evaluation of signal controls,
three problems related to the generation and
interpretation of simulation data are discussed in this paper. These problems include
the stability of simulation results, the use
of seed numbers for generating probabilistic
events, and the aggregation of input data.
Using simple examples of signal control,
several fallacies in the application of
signal simulation models are illustrated.
Suggestions for avoiding these fallacious
applications are presented.

Simulation models are increasingly used to aid in
the design and evaluation of signal control systems.
Some of these models, such as UTCS-1 (~) and NETSIM
(2), are intended for general application in the
evaluation of traffic control alternatives.
These
models require microscopic simulation of traffic
flow characteristics to approximate the real world.
Experience with existing microscopic simulation
models has produced a wealth of information on the

potential and limitations of applying such models
(_}) •
Current concerns appear to focus on model
enhancement, user needs and constraints, resource
requirements for model application, and promotion
and implementation of application by the traffic
engineering community.
The problem of experimental
design for simulation analysis has also drawn some
attention.
With increased use of simulation models for evaluation purposes, the risk of misuse and misinterpretation of simulation results can be expected to increase. A reason for this is that simulation models
require substantial user interactions. An evaluation
model is essentially a tool for data collection.
Consequently, simulation results should be treated
as a sample of observations.
Estimates obtained
from such a sample should be subjected to statistical tests for interpretation.
It follows that experimental design should be an important part of
simulation analysis.
At issue is how, within the
capability of a model, a user can apply the model
efficiently to obtain statistically valid estimates.
The experimental design for simulation analysis
is a profound subject.
It requires a comprehensive
understanding of the character is tics of a system to
be simulated and the nature of simulation.
At the
present time, such an understanding is nonexistent.
This is due in part to the large number of different
systems a model has to accommodate.
High costs and
the reliability issue associated with the use of a
model are also contributing factors.
Nevertheless,
there are several aspects of simulation application

12
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that concern experimental design and can be readily
discussed to benefit users of simulation models.
These include the stability characteristics of simulatio~ outputs, use of seed numbers for generating
probabilistic events, and data aggregation.
The
purpose of this paper is to discuss the nature of
these features.

100

Pretimed Control
Cyl ce
Green

=
=

50 sec
21 sec

80
.c

STABILITY OF SIMULATION OUTPUTS
The operation of a signal control can be characterized by a set of measures of performance.
These
measures are in fact random variables because of the
probabilistic nature of signal operation.
A common
purpose of simulation studies is to estimate the
true value of a measure of performance.
In this
undertaking, users of a simulation model will have
to deal with thP. Rt11hilit.y of Rimnl11tion nntputs
eit her d i rectly or i nd irectl y .
There are two primary features that determine the
stability of simulation outputs. One is the dependence or independence of an estimate on the length
of the simulation period. The other is the variation
of estimates from true means.
These features influence the length of a simulation run and the number of replicated runs needed to obtain reliable
estimates.
A discussion of these stability-related
features based on vehicle delays follows.

S t a b l e , Metastable , a nd Un s table S t a t e s
Control performance can be classified in three
states: stable state, metastable state, and unstable
state.
There are no clear-cut boundaries between
stable state and metastable state nor between metastable state and unstable state.
Nevertheless,
these states have distinct characteristics that
render them identifiable from simulation outputs.
A stable state usually exists when traffic volumes are light or moderate. Under this circumstance,
the average delay of a traffic flow is governed
primarily by the flow rate.
For a given arrival
pattern (e.g., random arrival), the sequence of the
arriving headways or that of an event (e.g., gap
acceptance) has little influe nce on the estimated
mean value of a measure of performance.
Using arriving headways as an example, this implies that
rearranging the sequence of arriving headways will
produce only slight changes in the performance of a
control.
In a simulation analysis, rearranging the
sequence of arriving headways can be accomplished by
using different seed numbers in replicated runs. It
follows that estimated measures of performance from
replicated runs will have only small variations.
Another characteristic of a stable state is that
estimated mean values of measure s of performance can
reach stabilized values as the simulation process is
advanced.
In other words, the estimates are time
independent. An example of the stable state is the
average delay ot a t l Ol>l. of 400 vehicles per hour
(vph) under a pretimed con trol shown in Figure 1.
In a metastable state, average delay depends not
only on the flow rate but also on the sequence of
arr iving head ~ ays ~ A headway sequence of 3.2, 1.6,
5.3, ••• , 10.2, 3.7, 2.1 sec, for example, can produce an estimate significantly different from that
produced by a reversed sequence of 2.1, 3.7, 10.2,
••• , 5.3, 1.6, 3.2 sec. Therefore, replicated simulation runs with different seed numbers can result
in large variations in the estimated mean values of
measures of performance.
However, these estimates
are still time independent (i.e., they can still
reach stabilized values as the simulation process
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FIGURE 1 States of performance of signal controls.

continues).
These characteristics are shown in
Figure l by two simulation runs for a flow of 650
vph.
A metastable state may emerge when traffic flows
are heavy enough to induce occasional carry-over of
queuing vehicles from one cycle to the next. As the
flows increase further, the queue length in a lane
may grow with time if the same flows persist.
Consequently, the performance of a control may bec ome uns tab l e .
In a n uns ta ble sta t e ave r age de l ay
d epends not on l y on t he flow r a t e a nd the seq.Jenee
o f a rrivi ng headways bu t al so on t he l ength of t he
simulation period. The longer the simulation period,
the longer the average delay becomes. The estimated
mean values of measures of performance are time
dependent, and variations in the estimates from
replicated runs can be expected to be large .
The
characteristics of the un s table state are also shown
in FigurP. l hy two r~pl i c a t~d sim~l~ticn ~~ns.
The time-dependent features of a queuing system
are rarely treated in the context of queuing theory
because of mathematical complexities.
In classic
queuing theory, the operation of a system is usually assumed to be in a steady state. This implies
that the average performance characteristics of a
system do not change with time. This approach
creates confusion when attempts are made to compare
the output of a steady-sta te ci11e11h>g m0t'!el wi t h
s imulation results. One example of such confusion
involves Webster's delay formula <il . The approximate form of this formula is
D= 0.9{ [C(l- x) 2 /2(1-xy)] + [y2 /2Q(l - y)]}

(I )

where
D
C
x

average delay of vehicles in a traffic lane,
cycle length,
= effective green-to-cycle length ratio,
--&..:--.:1
y
saturation J..a\...LVr
auu
Q
flow rate.
This formula is a steady-state queuing model for
a flow pattern with random arrivals and a uniform
tlow rate of Q.
It assumes that the flow rate will
persist indefinitely. As a result, when the saturation ratio y approaches 1.0 the estimated average
delay approaches infinity.
For most signal operations, th is phenomenon cannot be observed in the
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field because heavy flows do not last forever or
even for a very long time. When heavy flows induce
an unstable state, shorter simulation periods will
result in shorter estimated average delays. This is
shown in Figure 2. For this reason a comparison of
simulation output with the output of a steady-state
model becomes meaningless unless a very long simulation period is used.
This also underscores the
importance of determining whether simulation results
are time dependent before they are used for comparative analyses.

100

0 Simulat i on data,

average of 16 r uns
0

80

1/2 hr

Webster's
Model

.r:.
Qj

.....u>

be used to determine whether simulation results have
reached stabilized values or whether the operation
of a control has become unstable.
A simple approach to detecting an unstable state
is to examine the trend of xi for several consecutive blocks (e.g., 4 or 5) from block a to block b.
Block b represents the block that has just been simulated. If fi increases monotonically from block a to
block b, there is reason to suspect that an unstable
state exists. In such a case, the estimate xb of the
current block may be compared with the estimate xa
several blocks earlier. The purpose is to determine
whether xb is significantly g r eater than fa by a
specified amount (e.g., 5 sec/veh icl e). This can be
carried out with a simple t-test.
In choosing a t-test, one should realize that the
true standard deviations of the observations in two
time blocks are unknown and are not necessarily the
same. Therefore, a proper test is to determine the
following statistics <1> :
(2)

Qj
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FIGURE 2 Comparison of simulated delays with Webster's
estimates under a pretimed control.

To facilitate identification of this time-related
stability feature, the simulation period beyond a
nonrecording transient interval may be divided into
time blocks of equal length. Each block should be
at least equal to the expected maximum cycle length.
Let Xij represent the value of the j th observation
(e.g., d elay of a vehicle) in the ith time block. For
each block the estimated mean xi and standard deviation Si can be determined from xij based on mi observations. In addition, the grand mean x and the
grand standard deviation s for all the time blocks
simulated can be determined.
If variable flow rates are used as inputs to
approximate an actual flow pattern, the simulation
period should coincide with the actual duration of
the flow pattern. In this case, simulation results
may become time dependent for a short time and then
stabilize. At the end of the simulation, the grand
mean x should be printed out as a function of the
number of time blocks simulated.
This information
can be used to determine whether and when the operation of a control is time dependent .
If uniform flow rates are used instead, users may
be allowed to specify a minimum simulation period
and a maximum simulation period beyond the transient
interval. The minimum period is for the purpose of
obtaining a sufficient number of observations before
the stability check begins.
Ten minutes of real
time is probably a reasonable period to use.
The
maximum simulation period can be based on cost consideration. Between the minimum and the maximum, an
algorithm incorporated into a simulation model may

t-value of the difference xb - xa;
approximate degrees of fre edom;
sample sizes of block a and block b,
respectively;
sample standard deviations of block a
and block b, respectively; and
specified level of difference.
Given a level of significance a and degrees of
freedom f, a er i tical t - value , denoted as t 0 , can
be estimated from a statistic al table of t-distribution.
If the t-value obtained from Equation 2 is
greater than t 0 , one can conclude that fb differs
significantly from fa by the specified amount of ~.
Consequently, one may assume that an unstable state
exists.
This approach is not infallable. Figure 1 shows
an example.
One of the simulation runs for the
metastable operation reveals that, between a total
departure of about 140 to about 280 vph, the average
delay increases monotonically. The equivalent time
is about 12 min. The operation of the control in
this period may be labeled unstable and the simulation process is subsequently terminated.
If the
process is allowed to continue, however, the estimate of the average delay stabilizes. Such an incorrect identification will likely occur only when
the operation of a control falls in a gray area
between a metastable state and an unstable state.
Therefore, it will in fact force users to interpret
the simulation results more cautiously.
Whether simulation results have reached stabi1 ized values may be checked in a similar manner on
the basis of a few decision rules. First, the block
mean fi should not display a monotonic increase or
decrease from block a to block b. When this condition exists, the average value of the block means of
block a through block b can be determined.
Next,
the proportion of observations having values greater
than this average can be determined for each block.
If the proportion is about 50 percent in each block
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and it does not show a monotonic increase or decrease from block a to block b, the performance of
the control may have stabilized.
A more stringent
test may then be performed to determine whether the
proportion in block b is significantly different
from that a block a.
If the difference is not significant, the simulation results may be assumed to
have reached stabilized values.
The simulation
process may be terminated if the estimated means of
measures of performance have satisfied a desired
level of accuracy.
If a model does not have an internal algorithm to
check time-related stability, users will have to
perform at least two replicated runs with different
simulation periods. When an unstable state exists,
the longer run will give a much higher estimate of
average delay.
In some cases, the number of runs
may be reduced to one if the grand means at the end
of each time block or the block means are printed
out as a function of the number of blocks simulated.
This information allows users to visually
examine the performance of a control over time.

Within-Run and Between-Run Variations
In a simulation run, individual vehicle delays will
vary.
These within-run variations affect the accuracy of estimated average delays.
For a given
flow pattern, simulated average delays can also vary
from one run to another.
These between-run variations result from changes in operating conditions
without a change in the average characteristics of a
simulated flow pattern.
Changes in the operating
conditions can be induced by using different seed
numbers in replicated runs for generating probabilistic events. For example, a seed number may lead
to a headway sequence of 4.2, 1.5, ••• , 10.2 sec. A
new seed will certainly produce a different sequence.
In general, within-run variations can be expected
to increase with flow rate. This is inherent to the
nature of a queuing system.
For example, assume
that there is a single channel queuing system with
random vehicle arrivals and random service time.
Let >. represent the arrival rate and B the ser·;!~~ ~gte.
It can be showii {S) that, if A and p
remain unchanged, the cumulativ-; probability density
function for the waiting times is
f(w.;; t) = ("A/(J)- [(A/(J)

(4)

e-(ll-1-)t]

where f(w ~ t) represents the probability of a
waiting time w less than or equal to t.
Based on this function, the average waiting time
becomes
µ= X/(J(IH)

(5)

and the standard deviation of the waiting times is
a= [2"A/(J((J-"A)] I/2

(6)

Equation 6 reveals that a increases with the
arrival rate )..
This characteristic is undesirable from the viewpoint of simulation.
It means
different signal control problems require different
simulation periods in a single run to achieve a
given level of accuracy in estimates.
It also implies that heavier flows may need a much longer
simulation period.
l::ji111ulc1L.iu11 r.~l::jult::s hdv~
To Ut:='-t:=l.JllJ.Jlt::
reached a specified level of accuracy, one has to
have estimates of the true mean (e.g., µ) and the
true standard deviation (e.g., a) of a measure of
-"' -

•

-

performance.

-- J

-

Let

x

and S be

the

estimates of mean

and standard deviation, respectively, Also let n be
the number of observations used in determining x and
s. Regardless of the sample size n, the confidence
interval of R can be determined as (_~)
R = x ± tc [S/(n-1) 112 ]

(7)

where
confidence interval of x, and
critical t-value corresponding to n - 1
degrees of freedom and a level of signifi-

R
tc

cance a..

If the service rate B in Equation 6 is 400 vph,
the value of a given by the same equation equals
4.2 sec/vehicle for an arrival rate ). = 200 vph
and 7.4 sec/vehicle for ). = 300 vph.
At a level
of s igni fi cance a = 5 percent, the value of tc
approache s 1. 9 6 for large n.
Using the a values
for S in Equation 7, one can see that the sample
size required to reduce the confidence interval to
within 1 sec of the estimated mean is about n = 68
for ). = 200 vph and about n = 211 for ). = 300 vph.
These sample sizes are equivalent to 0.4 hr of observations for ).
200 vph and 0.7 hr for ). =
300 vph.
The between-run variations are smaller than the
within-run variations because they involve the mean
of each run.
Nevertheless, such variations can be
too large to ignore.
Table 1 gives an example of

TABLE 1 Between-Run Variations in Average
Delays Resulting from a Fully Actuated Control
Average Delay (sec/veh)
Lane Flow (vph)
Simulation
Run No.

200

400

600

700

9.6
10.1
9.7
11.3

20.1
22.3
23.1
22.9

49.7
59.6
55.6
52.3

.;i.8

28.3

64 . ~

6
7
8
9
10

4.0
5.1
4.8
4.3
5.L
4.6
5.2
4.7
4.2
4.9

8.8
9.1
9.0
9.9

22.4
22.4
22.3
23.1
22.6

51.3
69.9
53.8
63. 5
50.2

x

4.7

9.7

23.0

57.0

I
2
3
4

JO.I

Note: Simulation period== 0.5 hr; extension jnterval = 0 sec.

the between-run variations in the average delays of
vehicles. The vehicles are subjected to a two-phase
fully actuated cont r ol that uses presence detectors.
Each phase has two lanes.
The flow rates are the
same in all the lanes.
When the major phase flows are under 400 vph/
lane, the table shows that any of the 10 runs results
in an estimated mean within about 1 sec/vehicle of
the overall mean R. At higher flow rates, estimated
means of individual runs begin to differ more and
more from the overal..L mean.
This example reveals
the need
to perform replicated
runs
and
the
potential risk of using the results of a single run
for comparative analysis.
When replicated runs are performed, the estimation of the mean and standard deviation of a measure
of performance becomes more complicated. The analysis of variance techniques described by Brownlee (5)
may be used under the circumstance. These techniques
require that the individual observations
(e.g.,
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vehicle delays) obtained in each run be stored in
one way or another as a data file.
The results of
several runs would form a matrix of individual vehjcle delays for analysis.
Obviously, the need to treat and analyze such a
matrix after each additional run would be a heavy
burden on most users. A more practical approach is
to obtain the same (or approximately the same) number of observations in each run.
As an approximation, this can be accomplished by using equal simulation periods for all the replicated runs. In this
case, users have to deal only with the estimated mean
of each run. Let ~r represent the mean estimated from
the rth replicated run and k the number of runs.
Then, the true mean can be estimated as

(9)

ated from a seed number to simulate various events.
Questions have been raised about the desirability of
such a practice 11) •
The use of a single string of random numbers for
different events will certainly destroy the ability
of a simulation model to perform controlled analyses. This is indeed undesirable if one is to compare alternative controls based on a single run for
each alternative. However, one should also realize
that in such comparative analyses the only event
that a simulation model can control precisely is
input flow patterns in the form of arriving headways.
When vehicles are processed downstream and
subjected to influences by control strategies and by
conflicts between traffic flows, not many events can
remain the same under alternative controls.
Therefore, the real issue is whether a single string of
random numbers can produce distributions of various
events that conform to predetermined distributions.
To provide an insight to this problem, consider
the generation of headways for vehicles in a traffic
lane.
With a random arrival pattern, the headways
follow a shifted negative exponential function:

it

f(h;. t)

can be shown analytically that
and Sx are the same
as those obtainable from a more complicated analysis
of variance technique. These estimates can be used
in several ways. For example, they allow users to
determine the confidence interval of x. In this application the term S/(n - 1) 1 /2 in Equation 7 can be
replaced by Sxr and the critical t-value (i.e., tel
has k - 1 degrees of freedom. For comparative analysis of estimated
it is advisable that the confidence intervals of these estimates be approximately
the same. Otherwise one would be comparing estimates
of different levels of accuracy.
Given this understanding, Equations 2 and 3 can be modified to test
the significance of the difference between the operations of alternative controls as represented by ~.
For this purpose, 6 of Equation 2 can be set to zero;
S 2 /ma and Sb 2 /mb are equivalent to the values of sx
of two alternative controls; and ma and mb represent,
respectively, the numbers of replicated runs performed for the alternatives.
So far no reliable methods are available to introduce between-run variations into a single run and
thus eliminate the need to perform replicated runs.
To reduce the number of replicated runs, one will
have to find a way to rapidly obtain narrow confidence intervals of x. This can be achieved only if
one can produce a large reduction in Sx from each additional run.
One approach to this problem is to
use negatively correlated random numbers in replicated runs (7). This approach can be easily implemented by using a random number R (0 ~ R~ 1.0) in
one run and 1-R in another.

where

k

x=

~

x,/k

(8)

r=l

and the standard deviation of the estimated mean, denoted as S~, becomes

S;r = {

[.~1 (x,-x)2 ] /k(k-1) }1 /2

For runs with equal numbers of observations,

x

x,

USE OF SEED NUMBERS
Ideally, separate events (e.g., headways in a lane
or lane changes) in a simulation run should be
generated from different seed numbers. This is not
difficult to do because a single seed number can be
used to generate randomly a string of seed numbers.
These seed numbers can then be used to generate
different events.
In the simulation of a large
system, however, numerous events are encountered.
If an event is assigned a separate seed number,
memory storage requirements may be increased substantially. Central processing unit time will also
increase. To simplify the task, a simulation model
may rely on a single string of random numbers gener-

=el(t-r)/(T-r)]

f (h > t)
T
T

(10)

probability that a headway h is
greater than or equal to t;
average headway of vehicles; and
minimum headway, taken to be 1 sec.

Assume that the arrival of vehicles in that lane
is only one of 15 events to be generated with a
single string of random numbers.
An event may not
have any sampling unit for observation during a
particular period of time in the simulation process.
Therefore, in one case two or more successive random
numbers may be used consecutively for generating
headways.
In another, 14 successive random numbers
may be used to generate other events before the next
one is used again for the headways. Of the 80 distributions of headways randomly generated in this
manner for a flow rate of 600 vph, 3 do not conform
to the shifted negative exponential function at a
level of significance of 5 percent
(chi-square
test).
Another 4 have mean headways significantly
different from the intended mean of 6 sec.
Therefore, there is approximately a 9 percent chance that
the use of single-string random numbers will fail to
produce the desired arrival pattern for a flow of
600 vph. A similar experiment for a flow of 200 vph
also results in a failure rate of 9 percent.
In
contrast, when headways are determined sequentially
from every random number generated, the failure rate
is 6 percent for a flow of 600 vph and 9 percent for
a flow of 200 vph.
These brief analyses show that, from the viewpoint of generating predetermined distributions of
events, the use of a single string of random numbers
is as good as the use of multiple strings.
The
analyses also reveal that a generated distribution
may be quite different from what is desired.
The
results of a simulation analysis may be made more
reliable if seed numbers are chosen carefully to
ensure that generated distributions conform to intended distributions.
AGGREGATION OF INPUT DATA
The use of aggregated data results in a loss of
useful information.
For simulation analysis of
signal controls, it may prompt a model to produce
estimates quite different from those obtained from
the use of disaggregated data.
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One type of data aggregation commonly encountered

signal control for the purpose of evaluation, it is

in the use of a signal simulation model is average
flow rates.
The impact of such practice on estimated average vehicle speed has been examined in two
previous studies based on UTCS-1 and TRANSYT (8-10).
The time aggregation of flow rates was found to have
insignificant impact on estimated average vehicle
speeds.
It should be cautioned, however, that different
measures of performance may have different sensitivities to the aggregation of input data.
Table 2

advisable not to use average flow rates.
For comparative analyses of alternative controls, uniform
as well as variable flow rates may be used if it is
known that the data aggregation will not alter the
estimated relative merits of the controls.
Another common practice of data aggregation is
the use of average headways. For example, the average discharge headway of queuing vehicles in a given
queuing position may be used in place of a probability distribution of individual headways.
This
type of data aggregation can provide adequate estimates under a variety of circumstances, but there is
always a possibility that it may produce a distorted
picture of signal operation.
Consider the operation of a fully actuated control based on presence detectors.
Under this mode
of control a vehicle can extend the green if it
actuates a detector before a vehicle ahead departs
from the detection area and the extension interval
expires.
The arrival time of a vehicle at the upstream edge of a detector and the departure time
from the downstream edge of the same detector can be
measured in the field.
Table 3 gives the average

TABLE 2 Effects of Time Aggregation of Flow Rates on
Estimated Average Delays
Average Delay (sec/veh)
Uniform Rate Simulation

Variable Rate Simulation

vph/Lane

vph/Lane

Run No .

400

600

400

600

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

10.7
11.0
9.5
10.6
10.9
9.6
10.1
9 .6
9.8
10.5

20.6
22 .1
21.7
20.0
20.2
21.0
19 .3
21.3
21.0
22.2

11.3
11.6
10. 1
10.9
11.5
9.9
10.5
10.0
10.5
10.9

20.4
27.6
24.3
21.2
22:5
26.7
20.0
23.5
21. 7
28.9

x
s

10. 2
0.6

20 .9
0 .9

10.7
0.6

23. 7
2.8

Note: Simulation period= I hr; extension interval= 1.5 sec.

gives an example of this possibility in terms of
average delays resulting from a two-phase, fully
actuated control.
This control employs 50-ft-long
presence detectors. The extension intervals are set
at 1. 5 sec and the maximum greens at 50 sec.
Each
phase has two lanes with equal traffic volumes. The
actual flow rates per 5-min interval over a 1-hr
period are assumed to have the following relative
values: u.115, 0.90, 0.95, l.O, l . l , l.2, 1.2, 1.1,
1.0, 0.95, 0.90, and 0.85.
The average flow rate
for the entire hour has a relative value of 1.0.
The performance of the control is simulated in
two ways for average flow rates of 400 and 600 vph.
One is based on the variable flow rates and the
other uses the average flow rates as input. In both
cases, arriving headways are assumed to distribute
according to the shifted negative exponential function of ~quation 10.
The results given in this table reveal that the
use of average flow rate leads to smaller betweenrun standard deviations. This is a desirable feature
if the estimated average delays are insensitive to
the data aggregation.
Unfortunately, statistical
tests based on Equations 2 and 3 show that data
aggregation tends to produce lower estimated averages. The differences are significant at a level of
significance of 5 percent for flow rates of 600
vph. The difference is insignificant for a flow of
4f!O vph.
Thu.:;, data aggregation ma}· significantly
bias estimates under heavier flow conditions.
This simple example shows the potential risks of
using average flow rates.
However, one should not
conclude that average flow rates should not be used
for simulation.
what is important is tnat tne use
of simulation results should be consistent with the
simulation conditions.
The purpose of a simulation
analysis should dictate the choice of the input
data.
For simulating the actual operation of a

TABLE 3 Average Arrival and Departure Times of Queuing Vehicles in
Relation to a 50-ft Detector
Queue
Position

Departure
Time
(sec)

Arrival Time
(sec)

l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

3.1
5.6
7.9
JO. I
12.2
14.4
16.4
18.5

5.2
8. 1
10.6
12.9
15.1
17.2

Note: Data gathered for Almond Street, Syracuse,
New York.

a 50-ft detector as observed on Almond Street,
Syracuse, New York.
These averages indicate that a
vehicle in the third queuing position waiting upstream of the detector at the onset of the green
needs an average of 5. 2 sec to reach the detector.
The vehicle ahead in the second queuing position
requires 5. 6 sec to depart from the detection area.
Vehicles in the queuing positions farther upstream
ha1_1e 21_reratJe :3.!'ri1.nil times longe!' than the ='-'e!':ge
departure times of the vehicles immediately ahead.
Based on the average arrival times and departure
times, one can conclude that, ir no extens i on is
given to the green after each departure and only one
lane flow is associated with a signal phase, vehicles in the back of a long queue will face a certain
premature termination of the green.
1n reality,
arrival times and departure times are probabilistic.
For example, the observed departure times of vehicles in the first queuing position range from 1.2 to
5.8 sec.
The field data show that under the same
conditions vehicles in the fourth queuing position
have a 10 percent chance of facing a premature
termination of the green.
For those in the seventh
queuing position the chance is 40 percent.
Tlu:: t:[[t::CL o[ uB.iuy Lia~ cav~.ctty~ts .i.11 ~t:iLimat.i.uy
average delays is shown in Figure 3. This figure is
based on a two-phase control with two lanes in each
phase. The lane flow Q in the major phase is twice
as heavy as that in the minor phase.
The extension
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FIGURE 3 Effects of using average headways (simulation
period = 1 hr).

interval is O sec and each phase has a clearance
interval of 4 sec. The signal is allowed to rest in
red if no actuations of the detectors take place.
To extend the green continuously under these conditions, at least one vehicle should always be in one
of the detection areas associated with a given
signal phase. And, when the traffic flows are light,
the delay of a vehicle is primarily attributable to
the need to decelerate.
The curve labeled probabilistic is obtained from the actual probabilistic
distributions of the arrival and the departure
times.
The other curve labeled deterministic is
based on the averages given in Table 3.
When the flows are light (Q < 400 vph) , queue
lengths are short and the opportunity for premature
termination of the green rarely exists. As a result,
the use of averages brings about only slightly
higher estimates (up to 1.5 sec/vehicle). When the
flows exceed 500 vph, the averages given in Table 3
overestimate the probability of premature termination of the green. The resulting estimates of average delays deviate significantly from the probabilistic estimates.

CONCLUSIONS
The stability characteristics of simulation results
can be .assessed in terms of (a) their dependence on
or independence of the length of simulation period,
(b) within-run variation, and (c) between-run variation.
These characteristics are inherent in the
operation of a signal control, but they complicate
the application of simulation models.
It is convenient to infer from simulation results
that one alternative improves the efficiency of a
control by a certain percentage.
But it is more
difficult to determine whether the alleged improvement is real.
For proper interpretation of simulation results, a user first has to know whether the
results are time dependent.
Furthermore, when uniform flow rates are used as inputs and the operation
of a control is not in an unstable state, a user has
to ensure that the results from a simulation run
represent stabilized estimates of the performance of
a control.

A simple algorithm may be incorporated in a model
to detect the existence of an unstable-state operation.
The algorithm should also be capable of
determining whether estimates of measures of performanc.e have reached stabilized values.
Such an
algorithm should at least be implemented for systemwide estimates and, at the option of a user, for
estimates related to individual components of a
system.
To assist users in the interpretation and
comparison of simulation results, a model should
provide the following outputs for key measures of
performance: estimated mean, standard deviation of
the mean, and number of observations.
Estimated
means recorded as a function of elapsed real time
are also useful.
Between-run variations always exist in microscopic simulation of signal control.
Because of
this, replicated runs are necessary unless the accuracy of simulation results is not a concern.
I~troducing between-run variations into a single run
can eliminate the need for replicated runs.
But no
established mechanisms are available for such an
application.
When replicated runs are performed, it is advisable to obtain an equal number of observations for
each run. This will simplify the estimation of the
mean of a measure of performance and its standard
deviation.
Negatively correlated simulation runs
are preferred to independent runs.
They can reduce
the number of runs needed to achieve a specific
level of estimation accuracy.
The use of a single string of random numbers
would make comparative analysis based on identical
sequences of events impossible. One should realize,
however, that in a simulation analysis only arriving
headways can really be rigidly controlled for comparisons of alternatives.
Other events resulting
from the interaction of flows and signals will vary
from one alternative to another. Only the probability distributions of such events can be controlled
through the use of multiple strings of random numbers.
In generating the distribution of an event,
the use of multiple strings does not appear to have
a real advantage over the use of a single string.
In fact, both approaches may fail to generate a
d~sired distribution.
Therefore, it may be more
important to ensure that the use of a seed number
will generate a distribution correctly.
Aggregation of data to provide inputs runs the
risk of incurring biased estimates.
The bias may
result from reduced variations in representing the
real world.
It may also result from incorrect representation of the operation of a control. Whenever
possible, it is wise to avoid the use of aggregated
data, particularly when heavy flows are involved.
The discussion presented herein perhaps overemphasizes the need to determine the level of accuracy of estimated measures of performance.
The
profound problems associated with the application of
simulation models may be understated.
The accuracy
check of simulation results is meaningless unless a
model is capable of generating reliable information.
Furthermore, the level of accuracy of estimates has
only to be compatible with the purpose of a simulation study. In any case, interpretation of simulation results should be done very cautiously if their
accuracy is uncertain.
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Evaluation of Engineering Factors Affecting
Traffic Signal Change Interval
MYUNG-SOON CHANG, CARROLL J. MESSER, and ALBERTO SANTIAGO

ABSTRACT

Engineering factors affecting traffic signal
change interval (ye~~ow and a~~-red) are
reviewed, particularly in terms of drivers 1
perception and brake reaction time (t), and
deceleration rate (d). Using driver behavior
data collected from time- lapse cameras, two
hypotheses were tested: (a)
t and d are
dependent on speed and (b) there is an interactive effect of t
(prebraking) and d
(postbraking) on drivers' braking distance.
All
uypuc.rH:!S~ti
£cum
~:n:at:1.scical
analysis
results were accepted.
It is concluded that
j oin t consideration instead of independent
consideration should be given to t and d
when selecting their values.
Furthermore,
it is recommended that different t's and d's
for different approach speeds should be used
rather than a single value (as used in current practice) for all approach speeds in
signal change interval design.

To stop or not to stop? That is the question asked
when drivers see a green light ahead change to yellow and then to red.
If the driver fails to respond
::saft=ly, d majur c iyht-an<:Jle c.:ullit>ion ai: the intersection is possible.
On the other hand, if the
driver overreacts, a hazardous rear-end collision is
likely.
Because of the complexity of the drivervehicle-traff ic control system involved and the
potential severe consequences of system failure (a

fatal accident), the design of the traffic signal
yellow time and any following all-red interval
should be optimized based on the best understanding
of the engineering factors involved.
The magnitude
uf the problem requires that traffic engineers do no
lci:rn.

PERCEPTION AND BRAKE REACTION TIME (t)
AASHO Ill recommends a total of 2.5 sec for perception and brake reaction time.
The Institute of
Traffic Engineers (ITE) Handbook (1,j) assumed a
p e rception-brake reaction time for a yellow signal
of l sec.
Actual drivers' stopping distance data
r e ported by Williams <il and She ff i (2) are analyzed
us ing different d e c e l e r a tion r a t es fr om 8 to 15 fee t
per second per second (fps').
The results, which
indicate three categories of t under normal driving
behavior, are as follows:
1. Forced stopping: When more than 85 percent of
the drivers go through the intersection, those 15
percent or less of the drivers who decide to stop
take less than l
sec of perception ~na b~ake
reaction time.
2. Indecision stopping: When half of the drivers
dec ide to stop , t he perception and brake reaction
time is l to 1.5 sec.
3. Comfortao~e stopping: when tne majority ot
drivers decides to stop, their perception and brake
reaction time is 1.5 to 3.0 sec.
An analysis of Williams'
results also indicates that

Cil

and Sheffi 1 s (,i)
perception and brake
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reaction time at high speeds may be less than that
at low speeds. It also appears that, when a driver's
position is farther away from the intersection, the
perception and brake reaction time to the yellow
onset may be longer than for drivers closer to the
intersection.
In addition, at a given speed, less
variation in time t is presumed to exist for drivers
closer to the intersection than for those farther
away.
These developments are based on drivers'
physical limitations and lag time, which appears to
fall between perception and brake reaction time.

DECELERATION RATE (d)
The ITE Handbook in 1976 ( 2) used 15 fps 2 as the
deceleration rate. Bissell and Warren (6) and Parsonson and Santiago (7) suggested 10 fps• for the
deceleration rate.
AASHO
( 1)
recommended 18. 0
fps• at design speed of 60 mph and 20.0 fps 2 at
design speed of 30 mph for dry pavements.
For wet
pavements, it recommended 9. 7 fps 2 at 60 mph and
11.6 fps 2 at 30 mph, respectively.
It appears that the deceleration rates used by
the ITE Handbook in 1976 and by AASHO for dry pavements are unrealistically high.
Using data from
Williams (4) and Sheffi (5), the required deceleration rates were analyzed- using a perception-brake
reaction time of 1 sec. The analysis indicates that
the majority of drivers who stopped experienced
deceleration rates of 5 to 11 fps 2 for approach
speeds of from 25 to 55 mph. Only in the case of a
few forced stops was a deceleration rate of 15 fps 2
observed.
Furthermore, the results indicate the
presence of different deceleration rates for different approach speeds. It is noted that the ITE Handbook in 1982 (3) suggested, without acknowledgment,
the use of 10 fps• as the deceleration rate.

brake light is observed to come on.
Thus t will
also include response lag time, which falls between
perception and brake reaction.

BOUNDARY AND POPULATION VEHICLES
The vehicles within the observation distance from
the stop line to the upstream outer boundary at the
onset of yellow are the "boundary vehicles.•
All
vehicles beyond the stop line and preceeding the
upstream outer boundary at the onset of yellow are
ignored.
Further, vehicles turning right are excluded because their response is anticipatory and
not a random response.
Among boundary vehicles, those vehicles that go
through the intersection and those first vehicles
stopped in each lane are the "population vehicles."
Vehicles stopping second in each lane are excluded
because their behavior is constrained by the first
vehicle stopped in each lane (i.e., their probability of stopping = 1).
Further, within the sample
vehicles stopped in each lane, motorists braking
during green through yellow, or braking coincident
with the yellow onset, should also be excluded because their behavior is not a random response to the
yellow signal but anticipatory or coincidental.

TEST OF HYPOTHESES
In this presentation, the coefficients of variables
found from models are intentionally omitted and only
graphic results are presented.
Because they represent only effects based on mean values and their
misuse may cause significant consequences, the coefficients will be presented in a subsequent paper
after more data have been collected.
It is noted
that no high correlation was found between independent variables throughout the models presented.

STUDY OBJECTIVE
It is noted that no previous study hypothesized the
possible pair of t and d for different approach
speeds. One value of t and d is used for all approach speeds.
Further, no study examined the potential interaction of t and d.
In other words, it
can be hypothesized that braking distance and subsequent d are affected by t.
In this paper these problems are addressed using
data collected at one intersection in College Station, Texas.
Specifically, the objectives of this
paper are to examine whether t and d are dependent
on speed, and if there is an interactive effect of t
and d on drivers' selected braking distance.

DATA COLLECTION
Two time-lapse cameras were used to collect data.
Each camera was mounted, using a ladder up a utility
pole, on one approach of each street.
Both timelapse cameras were connected to remote control units
that could be operated from inconspicuous locations.
Both remote cameras were operated approximately 3
sec before yellow and continued operating until the
first stopping car in each lane had made a complete
stop. The film was shot at nine frames per second.
Data collection activity specifically covered peak,
off-peak, nighttime, and wet weather conditions. The
study collected operational and physical data necessary to evaluate the engineering factors and driver
responses affecting change interval design.
The
perception and brake reaction time is measured as
the time elapsed from the onset of yellow until the

Hypot hesis 1
Drivers' perception and brake reaction time is affected by approach speed (V) , distance at yellow
onset (D), and the interaction of these two.
The best model obtained from stepwise regression
procedure revealed that a driver's perception and
brake reaction time is affected by approach speed,
distance from the intersection at yellow onset, and
the interaction of approach speed and distance.
Specifically, it was found that
t

= f(-v,

D, -v x d, v•, D2 )

(1)

The model and all variables were significant at
a= 0.01 and the R 2 was 0.47. Although R 2 = 0.47 is
not overwhelmingly high, the model confirmed the
fundamental factors affecting drivers' perception
and brake reaction time.
Graphic presentation of the model (Figure 1)
shows that a driver's perception and brake reaction
time decreases as approach speed increases.
Note
that the approach speed is derived during green just
before yellow onset.
For the cases of high t the
speed between yellow onset and brake actuation
should be discounted because of coasting.

Hypothesis 2
Drivers' deceleration rates are affected by approach
speed, distance from intersection at yellow onset,
and perception and brake reaction time.
Similarly, stepwise regression was used and the

!!!
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model revealed that deceleration rate is a function
of approach speed, distance at yellow onset, and
interaction of distance at yellow onset and t.
Specifically, it was found that
d •

f (V, D x t, -D 2

(2)
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The R2 was 0.08 and the model was significant at a
0.01. The interaction of D and twas significant at
a = 0.05, and other variables were significant at
a
0.01.
Even if the model is significant, no

=

defin-ite conclusion may be drawn from the data because of a weak relationship. However, the model is
noteworthy and will be retested as more data become
available.

60
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Braking distance is affected by approach speed and
perception and brake reaction time. The i nt e r act ion
of prebraking (t) and postbraking (d) affects br aking distance .
The bes t model fou nd fr om s t epwise reg ression
procedure revealed that a driver's braking distance
(B) is a function of the following variables:
x d,

5 6

7 8

9

10 11

12 13 14 15

Deceleration Rote (fps 2 l

Hypothesis 3

s .. f( v, t

4

-v•, -t •, -

d2l

(3)

The R2 was o. 51 and the model was significant at
a • O. 01. The interaction of t and d was significant at a = 0.10 and the square of t was significant at a = 0.05. Other variables were significant
at a = 0 01.
Graphic presentation of the model (Figure 2) indicates that
1. Drivers' braking distance increases as approach speed i ncreases.
2. Drivers' braking distance decreases quadratically as deceleration rate increases. It is noted
that the law of motion s tating that brak ing distance
is inve rsly proportional to decele ration rates is
not applicable here because of the influence of t.
3. At low deceleration rates and at relatively
farther distances from the intersection, slow-reacting drivers experienced the same comfortable deceleration rate as quick-reacting drivers even if their
braking distances were shorter than those of the
quick-reacting drivers. This is probably due to the
speed reduction from coasting during the longer t
periods of slow-reacting drivers.

FIGURE 2 Breaking distance as a function of deceleration
rate, approach speed, and perception and brake reaction time.

4. At high deceleration rates and at relatively
closer distances from the intersection, the slowreacting drivers experienced the same high deceleration rates as the quick-reacting drivers even though
their braking distances were longer than those of
the quick-reacting drivers. This is probably due to
the human psychology of reducing accin~nt risk by
applying high deceleration rates very close to the
i nt e rsection t o compens a t e f or s l ow react i ons .

FURTHER STUDY
The Texas Transportation Institute (TTI), TexaR AF.M
University, is analyzing more data obtained from six
o t her sites.
The study will address questions,
including the probability of stopping or entering as
a f unction of factors, invol v i ng signal c hange interva l d es ign.

CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions were drawn from the data
collected and apply to the experience with local
intersections.
1. There was high variability in drivers' perception and brake reaction time (t). Higher t was
observed not only for vehicles farther from the

Chang et al.

intersection but also for vehicles closer to the
intersection.
Seventy-five percent of the drivers
experienced 2 sec or less of t.
2. Median deceleration rates were found to be
12.5 and 10.5 fps• for each approach.
The 85
percentile deceleration rates in descending order
were 10.0 and 8.0 fps• for each approach.
3. Eighty-five percent of the drivers at the
site applied the brakes within 240 ft of the intersection stop line.
4. Perception and brake reaction time is affected by approach speed, distance from the intersection at the onset of yellow, and the interaction
of these two. Specifically, t decreases as approach
speed increases at a given distance at yellow onset.
5. The deceleration rate appears to be affected
by approach speed, distance at yellow onset, and
perception and brake reaction time.
6. Braking distance is affected by approach
speed, perception and brake reaction time, deceleration rate, and the interaction of t and d.
Because
braking distance is affected by the interaction of
prebraking (t factor) and postbraking (d factor) ,
joint consideration should be given the two in selecting the pair of t and d.
7. Because of conclusions 4-6, a different pair
of t and d values for different approach speeds
should be considered in designing change interval
duration.
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Strobe-Supplemented Red Signal Indications
TIMOTHY A. RYAN

"'
LITERATURE SURVEY

ABSTRACT

A strobe-supplemented red indication (SSRI)
is a red indication of a vehicle traffic
control signal augmented by a flashing white
light.
The purpose of this project was to
investigate the use of SSRis. It was thought
that SSRis might be useful in reducing accident frequency at given locations.
It was
also through that those jurisdictions that
have used SSRis might have gained some valuable insights from their experiences with
SSRis.
Thus, an investigation of these
points was undertaken.
The results of the
project may be summarized as follows.
(a)
SSRis have been used in a number of jurisdictions.
The confirmed users are the city
of Tampa, Florida; Metropolitan Dade County,
Florida; the city of Portland, Oregon; Montgomery Country,
Maryland;
the
city
of
Charleston, South Carolina; the state of
North Carolina; the state of Maryland; the
state of Kansas; the state of New York; and
the District of Columbia. There may well be
other users that were not identified in this
project.
(b) SSRis have been used principally as an attempt to reduce excessive
accident rates and to draw driver attention
to an unexpected signal.
(c) In most cases,
the number of accidents and accident rates
decreased
following
SSRI
installation.
Little statistical significance c a n be attached to these decreases.
However, the
lack of statistical significance may be due,
at least in part, to the limited amount of
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SSRis have been in use for a t least 10 years and
quite possibly longer. During that time a number of
jurisdictions have experimented with SSRis, and some
continue to use SSRis.
However, little has been
written about SSRis. The information that is available on the topic comes primarily from unpublished
reports or memoranda produced by jurisdictions that
have used SSRis [R.G. Edwards, Before and After
Study, Strobe Lights, Route 17--Big Flats (Memorandum), New York State Department of Transportation,
July 1980; T.G. Swenson, Final Report on Sg-23t-Use
of Strobe Light in Traffic Signals, Kansas Department of Transportation; and L.R. Weatherby, The
Effect of Raeco' s Halo Light on Right-Angle Accidents at Two Intersections in Tampa, Florida, city
of Tampa, Florida, June 1975]. Because these reports
and memoranda were used as part of the data base for
this project, the information in them is not discussed here.

SSRI USE
Hardware
One type of strobe unit is called a Halo by its
manufacturer.
The Halo is a circular ring that
surrounds a normal 8-in. red traffic signal lens. A
second type of strobe is called a Barlo by the manufacturer; the Barlo consists of a bar that is positioned in front of a red lens.
A third t ype of
strobe was identified by one of the responding jurisdictions.
This type was a •vertical slit in
center of lens." No further information about this

.... ~---
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it is believed that SSRis have been effective, but officials in others are uncertain.
There is no clear consensus on this question.

A strobe-supplemented red indication (SSRI) is a red
indication of a vehicle traffic control signal augmented by a flashing white light.
The purpose of
this project was to investigate the use of SSRis.
It was thought that SSRis might be useful in
reducing accident frequency at given locations.
It
was also thought that those jurisdictions that have
used SSkls might have gained some valuable insights
from their experiences with SSRis. Thus, an investigation of these points was undertaken.
Specifically, this effort was directed toward
answering the following questions=

Official Sanctioning of SSRI Exper imentation
The Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices
(MUTCD) (_!) does not mention SSRis.
Thus, there is
no official sanctioning of general use of SSRis.
However, a number of jurisdictions have received
permission to experiment with SSRis from the National Committee on Uniform Traffic Control Devices
(NCUTCD) or the FHWA.
Among the jurisdictions
receiving such permission are the District of Columbia; Montgomery County, Maryland; the city of Portland, Oregon; the city of Charleston, South Carolina; the state of Kansas; and the state of Indiana.
Of course, it is also quite possible that some jurisdictions may have installed SSRis on their own
initiative without seeking official permission.

Current Status of SSRis
1. In which jurisdictions have SSRis been used?
2. Why have SSRis been used in those jurisdictions?
3.
How nave accldent rates cnanged since SSRis
were installed?
4. Do officials in the jurisdictions in question
believe that SSRis have been effective?

The most recent official statements regarding SSRis
appeared in the Federal Register on February 4,
1982, and January 10, 1983.
The February 4, 1982,
entry stated that a request to change the MUTCD had
been made (Request IV-15), but that no change was
being proposed. The following reason was given.
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Al though results of the experimental projects have shown a significant reduction in
accidents, the projects have been limited to
single intersections. There is a need for
further evaluation of the strobe device and
the development of specifications for its
design before its standard use might be proposed (p. 5254).
The January 10, 1983, entry simply stated that the
"no change" response to Request IV-15 had been
adopted as a final rule, •... pending availability
of additional research or study data" (p. 1051).

PROJECT METHODOLOGY
Identification of Jurisdictions that Have Used SSRis
The first list of jurisdictions that have used SSRis
was compiled from the author's own experience, a
conversation with the manufacturer of a strobe unit,
a conversation with a representative of the FHWA,
and conversations with other interested individuals.
Each of the jurisdictions on that list was
asked if, to its knowledge, any other jurisdiction
used SSRis. Each addition jurisdiction thus identified was then asked the same question. Because of
time constraints, the jurisdictions identified in
this second round were not contacted.
Data Collection
A cover letter and a questionnaire were mailed to
each jurisdiction identified as having used SSRis
(except for those jurisdictions identified in the
second round).
Data were requested for three accident categories: rear-end accidents,
right-angle
accidents, and total accidents.
Usable data were not obtained from all of the
contacted jurisdictions because
1. Not all jurisdictions responded:
2. Not all of the contacted jurisdictions had
experience with SSRis, despite their identification
by others: and
3. Of those jurisdictions that did respond and
that did have experience with SSRis, not all had
retrievable accident and volume data.
Usable data were obtained for only 10 intersections,
despite the fact that SSRis have been used at a
minimum of 57 locations. It should be noted that it
is quite possible that a number of jurisdictions
that have used SSRis were not identified by this
project.

DATA ANALYSES
Reasons for Strobe Installation
The responding jurisdictions gave several reasons
for installing SSRis.
In general, the reasons fell
into two categories: excessive accident experience
and the need to draw driver attention to an unexpected signal.
Those jurisdictions that cited a
specific type of accident as excessive listed rightangle accidents or rear-end accidents as the excessive category.
Statistical Analyses
The usable data were examined by means of statistical tests. The tests used and the results obtained

are documented hereafter.
It should be noted that
the data from the year of SSRI installation were
removed from the data base before the performance of
statistical tests.
This removal was thought necessary because there was no way to increase those data
to represent a full year's data without distortion.
This was particularly true in those cases where an
SSRI had been installed near the beginning or the
end of a year.
Sign Tests by Accident Category
The mean number of accidents per year before SSRI
installation was compared with the mean number of
accidents per year after SSRI installation.
It was
thought that parametric before and after comparisons
for each intersection would have little meaning
because each sample had a maximum of three entries.
It was also thought that aggregating the data over
all intersections would lead to a bias in the data
toward intersections with higher accident numbers.
For example, a 50 percent reduction in accidents at
a location with 50 accidents per year would have
been given more statistical weight than a 90 percent
reduction in accidents at a location with 10 accidents per year.
For these reasons, the sign test
was used to compare before and after data.
Strictly speaking, the null hypothesis was that,
for each accident category, the after data do not
have a different mean value than the before data.
Only the "right-angle accidents for the intersection
as a whole" category yielded a probability of less
than 5 percent, and only one other category (rightangle accidents involving at least one vehicle from
an approach with a strobe) yielded a probability of
less than 10 percent.
Thus, despite the fact that
decreases outnumbered increases in five of the six
categories, the results are not statistically impressive.
Sign Tests by Accident Rate Category
The mean number of accidents per year before SSRI
installation was compared with the mean number of
accidents per year after SSRI installation.
The
null hypothesis for these tests was that the after
data for each accident rate category do not have a
different mean value than the before data for that
category.
For the "approach with strobe" categories, the
rates were found by dividing the number of accidents
by the average daily traffic (ADT) on all approaches
with SSRis and then multiplying the quantity thus
obtained by 1 million.
For the "intersection as a
whole" categories, the rates were found by dividing
the number of accidents by the total approach ADT
for the intersection and then multiplying the quantity thus obtained by 1 million.
Despite the fact that decreases led increases in
all six categories, only one category (rate of rearend accidents involving at least one vehicle from an
approach with a strobe) yielded a probability of
less than 10 percent.
Thus, as was the case with
the preceding tests, the results are not statistically impressive.

Sign Tests by Intersection
The mean yearly accidents and accident rates before
SSRI installation were compared with mean yearly
accidents and accident rates after SSRI installation.
It was believed that some individual inter-
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sections might have experienced a significant drop
in accidents and accident rates following SSRI installation, despite the outcome of the previously
described sign tests.
For this reason, a sign test
was performed for each intersection.
Strictly speaking,
the null hypothesis being
tested was that mean yearly accident experience
following SSRI installation is not different from
mean yearly accident experience before SSRI installation.
Only four categories were used in these
tests: rear-end accidents involving at least one
vehicle from an approach with a strobe, rate of
rear-end accidents involving at least one vehicle
from an approach with a strobe, right-angle accidents involving at least one vehicle from an approach with a strobe, and rate of right-angle accidents involving at least one vehicle from an
approach with a strobe.
Because at least one of
these four categories was a subset of each of the
other eight categories, it was necessary to eliminate the other eight categories to maintain independence of the observations in each sample.
Decreases led increases at 7 of the 10 intersections.
Furthermore, at six of those seven intersections, no one of the four categories showed an
increase. Because of the limited number of observations, however, none of the probabilities yielded by
the sign test was below 6.25 percent.
Perhaps surprisingly, increases led decreases at two of the
intersections.

t-Tests
The mean yearly accident rate before SSRI installation was compared with the mean yearly accident rate
after SSRI installation.
It was hoped that the
previously suspected bias in parametric tests toward
locations with high accident experience could be
reduced by the use of accident rate data.
For this
reason the data were aggregated over all of the intersections and the mean for each category before
SSRI installation was compared with the mean for the
same accident category following SSRI installation.
Decreases occurred in five of the six categories,
and an increase occurred in the other category.
However, none of the differences were significant at
the 10 percent level of significance.

3. An official of the jurisdiction that used the
•vertical slit in center of lens• type of SSRI
stated that the jurisdiction had installed SSRis on
all three signal indications on an approach and that
a number of drivers had interpreted the indications
as flashing red.

SOURCES OF ERROR
There were a number of potential sources of error in
this project including the following.
1. Changes in accident reporting criteria may
have caused a bias in the data.
2. volume data were not always provided.
When
necessary, linear interpolation was performed on
volume data.
This interpolation was cleai:ly less
than deRirahle, hut it was thought to be a reasonable method of increasing the data base.
Volume
data were never extrapolated.

CONCLUSIONS
In answer to the four questions posed earlier,
following answers are provided.

the

1. SSRis have been used in a number of jurisdictions.
The confirmed users are the city of Tampa,
Florida; Metropolitan Dade County, Florida; the city
of Portland, Oregon; Montgomery County, Maryland;
the city of Charleston, South Carolina; the state of
North Carolina; the state of Maryland; the state of
Kansas; the state of New York; and the District of
Columbia.
There may well be other users who were
not identified in this project.
2. SSRis have been used in attempts to reduce
excessive accident rates and to draw driver attention to an unexpected signal.
3. In most cases, the number of accidents and
accident rates decreased following SSRI installation.
Little statistical significance can be attached to these decreases.
However, the lack of
statistical significance may be due, at least in
part, to the limited amount of data available.
4. Officials of some jurisdictions believe that
SSRis have been effective, but others are uncertain.
There is no clear consensus on this question.

Jurisdictional Opinions
Officials of some of the responding jurisdictions
thought that the SSRI had been effective; others
e~p~e~sed ~~c~~twiuty.
Ao vfficial itt vuc jucisOiction stated that the SSRI had seemed to be effective
at two intersections but ineffective at a third; in
another jurisdiction an official thought that effectiveness was reduced as local drivers became accustomed to the SSRI. In summary, there was no clear
consensus on this question.

A summary of other comments made by officials of the
responding jurisdictions follows.
1. Maintenance problems with
experienced in three jurisdictions,
Tn

~hr'?ie

The computer time for this project was provided by
the Computer Science Center of the University of
Maryland.
The author wishes to thank all the responding jurisdictions for their cooperation and
assistance with this project.
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Abridgment

Flashing Signal Accident Evaluation
JAMES C. BARBARESSO

ABSTRACT
In this study t)le relative accident impacts
of flashing signal operation and stop-and-go
signal operation in Oakland County, Michigan, were evaluated. Analyses were conducted
to determine (a) if an accident problem
exists at intersections where signals are in
a flashing mode during off-peak, nighttime
hours; (b) what levels of accident experience can be expected under different conditions and signal operations i and (c) appropriate criteria for making signal-operation
decisions for off-peak, nighttime hours. The
results of the study indicated that rightangle accidents are significantly overrepresented at .four-legged, arterial intersections when signals are in a flashing mode
during nighttime hours.
A before-and-after
analysis demonstrated that the severity of
up to 100 percent of late night right-angle
accidents can be reduced by eliminating
flashing signal operation, with no significant effect on the frequencies of other
accident types. The elimination of flashing
signal operation appear's to be effective in
reducing
nighttime,
right-angle
accident
frequency and road agency liability exposure
both at individual locations and systemwide.
Factors that were found to be related to the
level of right-angle accidents at flashing
signal locations include
(a) intersection
type (i.e., three-legged or four-legged) 1
(b) the functional classification of the intersecting roadways 1 (c) the hourly volume
ratio (i.e., main street traffic volume to
minor street traffic volume) 1 (d) driver
impairment; and (e) time of night.
When
making decisions regarding signal operation
during off-peak, nighttime hours,
rightangle accident frequency and rate should be
primary
factors
in
the
decision-making
criteria. Other criteria for making signaloperation decisions are presented for use
when conditions favor the occurrence of
right-angle
accidents
but
none occurred
during the review period.

During off-peak, nighttime periods, traffic signals
are often placed on flashing operation (i.e., amber
in one direction and red in the other) to reduce
delay on the major street approaches to intersections.
Although this practice improves traffic
flow, flashing operation of traffic signals may have
detrimental effects on traffic safety under certain
conditions.
An analysis was conducted to determine
l. If an accident problem exists at intersections where signals are placed on a flashing mode
during off-peak, nighttime hours;
2. What levels of accident experience can be
expected under different conditions and signal operations; and

3. Appropriate criteria for the development of
signal-operation procedures during off-peak, nighttime hours.
The rela tive acc ident impacts of flashing versus
stop-and-go (i.e., standard green-amber-~ed- c~cle)
signal operation in Oakland County, Michigan, were
evaluated. The impetus for this study involved both
safety and liability questions. The intent of this
study was to determine how the Oakland County Road
Commission could improve its liability posture and
cost-effectively mitigate potential hazards on the
county road system.
The study was conducted in two stages. The first
stage involved a before-and-after analysis of accidents at six four-le<:)ge·d intersections where the
hours of stop-and-go signal operation had been extended or where flashing operation had been eliminated.
The next stage was a comparative analysis
(i.e., with-and-without study) of accidents at intersections categorized by signal operation (i.e.,
flashing versus stop-and-go), by intersection type
(i.e., three-legged, four-legged) and by the functional classification of the intersecting roadways.
PREVIOUS STUDIES
The FHWA report entitled "A Study of Clearance Intervals, Flashing Operation and Left-Turn Phasing at
Traffic Signals," Volume 3 (1) provides the most
comprehensive review of the relative accident impacts of flashing and stop-and-go signal operation.
An extensive review of previous research is included
in that report.
The primary result obtained in the FHWA study was
that the number of right-angle accidents was significantly higher at flashing signal locations than
at stop-and-go locations.
The results of the FHWA
study were used to derive guidelines for using
flashing signal operation.
A critique of these
guidelines is included in this paper.
METHODOLOGY
The first stage of this study consisted of a beforeand-after study of six signalized, four-legged intersections. The six study sites for the before-andafter analysis were chosen at random from a listing
of pretimed signals where flashing operation had
been eliminated.
The only restrictive criterion in
the selection of the study sites was that accident
data be avc1ilable for 3 years before and after the
signal operation change.
Paired t-tests were performed for the six study sites to determine if accident frequency and accident rate per million vehicles changed significantly in the after period.
Accident types were categorized as right-angle accidents, left-turn accidents, rear-end accidents, and
other accidents.
An additional 10 intersections,
where signals remained on flash operation during
off-peak, nighttime hours throughout the study
period, were randomly chosen to provide a control
group for the before-and-after study and to supplement the analysis of other factors that may have
some influence on accident levels.
These factors
included

..
..
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1.

Hourly intersection traffic volume;
2. Main street hourly volume to minor street
hourly volume (i.e., the volume ratio) (~) i and
3. Drinking involvement.
The second stage of the analysis consisted of a
with-and-without study to compare the mean rightangle accident rates and frequencies per year-hour
of flashing signal locations and stop-and-go locations.
Flashing signal locations were categorized
by intersection type and the functional classification of the intersecting roadways (Table 1).

TABLE 1 Sample Sizes for Flashing Signal Location Categories
Functional Classification
Intersection Type

Arterial-Arterial

Arterial-Collector

Total

Four-legged, right-angle
Three-legged, T
Total

29

17
14

46

3T

82

22
Sl

36

For each of these intersection types the mean
frequency and rate of right-angle accidents per
year-hour were calculated for hours when the signals
flash.
T-tests were conducted to determine if the
means differed significantly from each other and
from the mean for the hours of 11 p.m. to 6 a.m. at
a sample of 21 four-legged intersections where the
signals operate on a stop-and-go basis 24 hr a day.
Accident data for 3 years were analyzed for all
intersections. The statistical tests were conducted
at the 0.01 level of significance.

RESULTS
The results of both the before-and-after study and
the with-and-without study clearly indicated that
significant
reductions
in
nighttime
right-angle
accident frequency and rate can be attained by
eliminating flashing signal operation at four-legged
inter~ections of cwo arter1aL roadways.
Four-legged
intersections of arterial roadways where signals
flash during off-peak, nighttime hours experienced
significantly greater
frequencies
and
rates
of
right-angle accidents than other intersection types.
Table 2 gives a summary of the results of the withand-without study. Other results obtained include
1. The rate of right-angle accidents for volume
.c.Uuii vf 2 to l or less was significantly higher
than the rate for volume ratios of 4 to 1 or greater

at flashing signal locations.
This result confirms
the findings of previous studies.
2. Hourly intersection traffic volume had a
neglig i ble impact on right-angle accident frequency
during hours of flashing operation.

3. Drinking involvement was significantly overrepresented in right-angle accidents at flashing
signal locations.
4. Right-angle
accidents
at
flashing
signal
locations peaked between midnight and 3 a.m., after
which they dropped dramatically.
Right-angle accidents at stop-and-go locations peaked between 2 and
3 a.m. (bars close at 2 a . m. in Michigan).
5. Although it was found that rear-end accident
frequency was significantly higher at stop-and-go
locations during late night hours, no significant
difference in rear-end accident rates per million
vehicles was found between the two operating modes.
Therefore, the difference in rear-end frequencies
may be attributable to the relative volumes of traffic at stop-and-go and flasher locations.

The reirnlts of this analysis confirm those of
earlier studies that demonstrated significant differences in right-angle accident levels between the
two operating modes.
However, the results of this
study indicate that the functional classification of
the intersecting roadways and intersection type also
influence right-angle accident levels at flashing
signal locations.

OPERATIONAL CRITERIA
Although criteria exist for changing signal operation from stop-and-go to flash (l_), criteria do not
exist for reverting from flashing operation to stopand-go operation. Because the result s of this study
indicate that right-angle acciden t
frequency is
significantly higher at four-legged, arterial intersections when signals flash during nighttime hours,
the hourly frequency of right-angle accidents should
be a primary factor in the development of criteria
for eliminating flashing signal operation.
The FHWA study cited earlier suggested an accident warrant for eliminating flashing signal operation. However, the suggested warrant was erroneously
based on the critical l e vels of right-ang le accident
frequency and rate at f lashing signal intersections.
Because the objective of eliminating flashing signal
operation is to reduce right-angle accidents to
levels experienced at stop-and-go locations, accident warrants should be based on the critical level
of right-angle accidents at stop-and-go locations
not flashing
signal locations.
Otherwise, many
flashing signal intersections with right-angle accident problems, relative to stop-and-go intersection
standards, would be overlooked for treatment.
In
summary, the accident warrants suggested by the FHWA
are much too restrictive and should be lowered considerably.
Right - angle accident frequency provides a basis
for reacting to an accident problem by altering the
flash
schedule.
However,
right-angle
accidents
during flashing signal operation are rare events,
and some locations that exhibit conditions favoring

TABLE 2 T-Test Results: Comparative Right-Angle Accident Frequencies

Hourly
Mean

Intersection Type (operation)

0.224

Arterial-arterial, 4-leggcd (flash)
Anenai·couector, 4-legged \tlasnJ
Arterial-arterial, T (flash)
Arterial-collector, T (flash)
Arterial-arterial, 4-Jegged (stop-andgo)

U.U4~

0.019
0.000
0.092

Ar~rial

A:rt~ria!-

Arterial,
4-Legged
(flash)

Collector,
4-Legged
(flash)

Note: o: = 0.01, SIG = significant difference, NS= not significant.

SIG

,A.rterialArterial,
T
(flash)

,1\rterio.l-

SIG
SIG

SIG
SIG
SIG

Collector,
T
(flash)

/•.rterio.JArtcrial ,
4-Legged
(stop-and-go)
SIG

NS
SIG
SIG
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right-angle accident occurrences may not be accident
sites during the review period. The results of this
study indicate that a high-risk situation occurs at
four-legged intersections of two arterial roadways
when traffic signals are in a flashing mode. Therefore,
functional classification and
intersection
configuration provide appropriate surrogate criteria
for making signal-operation changes during nighttime
periods.
(Although they were not analyzed in this
study, arterial intersections with more than four
legs should also be considered for the elimination
of flashing operation.)
Other factors related to right-angle accidents at
flashing signal locations include the time of night
and the volume ratio.
As mentioned earlier, rightangle accidents at flashing signal locations dropped
dramatically after 3 a.m.
In addition, four-legged
intersections with hourly volume ratios of less than
2 to 1 demonstrate significantly higher rates of
right-angle accidents than those with ratios greater
than 4 to 1 when signals are flashing.
Although sight distance was not analyzed in this
study because none of the sample flashing signal
locations
exhibited
sight
restrictions
from
a
stopped position, eliminating flashing operation of
signals at intersections where sight distance is
limited should be considered.
Minimum sight distance can be determined using the computational
procedures outlined by AASHO (_!) •

IMPACTS OF FLASH ELIMINATION
The right-angle accident reduction benefits resulting from flash elimination must be weighed against
the expected advantages.
Increased delay will result, and rear-end accidents, which are generally
less severe than right-angle accidents, may increase.
However, these disadvantages can be minimized through signal optimization, synchronization,
altering cycle lengths, or semiactuation.
Eliminating flashing signal operation will also
result in increased emissions of hydrocarbons and
carbon monoxide.
The total tonnage increases in
these pollutants would appear to be significant when
analyzed at all intersections in question for a
period of 1 year or longer. However, short-term (1
or
8 hr)
concentrations should
not measurably
change, and people will not be affected by an increase in air pollutants.

HUMAN FACTORS
Human factors must be considered when making signaloperation changes during off-peak, nighttime hours.
Of primarily importance in this regard are (a)
driver impairment, (b) driver expectation, and (c)
driver frustration.
Right-angle accidents involving impaired drivers
are overrepresented at flashing signal locations
relative to stop-and-go locations during the same
nighttime hours.
This conclusion may indicate a
possible perception problem for impaired drivers
when faced with a flashing signal. Further research
is necessary to determine if this is the case.
Regardless, driver impairment must be considered.
Signals are normally placed on flashing operation
during time periods when drivers are most apt to be
tired or under the influence of drugs or alcohol.
Stop-and-go operation should be considered until at
least 1 hr after bars close.
Another factor to be considered is that of driver
expectation. A well-established practice in traffic
engineering is to provide drivers with uniform traffic control devices, thereby decreasing driver con-
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fusion and enhancing driver expectancy.
Flashing
signals provide drivers with a set of stimuli that
differ from those that they encounter during normal,
daytime driving.
This may lead to confusion of
drivers faced with a flashing signal.
Finally, driver frustration can be expected when
drivers are forced to stop for signals during nighttime,
low-traffic periods.
Such situations are
thought to breed contempt and disregard for traffic
signals, although documented evidence to support
this argument is lacking.
However, the evidence
suggests that drivers are more apt to stop for a
steady red signal, thus reducing the chances of an
accident.
Nevertheless, attempts should be made to
reduce delay and driver frustration through the
signal timing alternatives mentioned previously.

LIABILITY IMPLICATIONS
General trends among transportation agencies include
the recent surge in litigation and growing concern
for reducing liability exposure.
Plaintiffs have
sometimes argued that flashing signal operation was
a casual factor in right-angle accidents at intersections. When this factor is coupled with allegations of limited corner sight distance, the road
agency stands to lose a great deal of money.
To reduce road agency liability exposure, it is
necessary to identify and treat areas of risk.
The
analyses in this study indicated that the risk of
right-angle
accident
occurrences
at
four-legged
arterial intersections is higher when signals operate in a flashing mode than when they operate in a
stop-and-go mode. Thus, treatment could be justified
from a risk management standpoint.

CONCLUSIONS
This study has evaluated the relative accident impacts of flashing signal operation and stop-and-go
signal operation during off-peak, nighttime hours.
The results of this study indicate that right-angle
accidents
are
significantly
overrepresented
at
four-legged, arterial intersections when signals are
in a flashing mode during nighttime hours.
T-type
intersections and arterial-collector intersections,
where signals flash part time, experience significantly fewer right-angle accidents than the other
intersection types analyzed.
Other factors that were found to be related to
the rate of right-angle accidents at intersections
where signals flash at night include the volume
ratio, driver impairment, and time of night.
Fourlegged intersections with hourly volume ratios of 2
to 1 or less (typical for four-legged arterial intersections)
experience
a
significantly greater
number of right-angle accidents than those within
volume ratios of 4 to 1 or greater.
In addition,
drinking involvement was overrepresented in rightangle accidents at flashing signal locations relative to stop-and-go locations.
Further research is
necessary to determine why. Finally, right-angle
accident levels at flashing signal locations dropped
dramatically after 3 a.m.
Consideration should be
given to extending stop-and-go operation until at
least that time.
Although it was not analyzed in this study, sight
distance is an important consideration in the review
of
intersection
signal operation.
Eliminating
flashing
signal operation at intersections with
sight restrictions should reduce right-angle accident frequency.
Right-angle accident frequency and rate should be
major factors in the development of criteria fo_r
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eliminating flashing signal operation.
Accident
warrants should be based on the er itical levels of
right-angle accidents at stop-and-go locations, not
flashing signal locations.
Surrogate criteria may
also be used to make decisions regarding nighttime
signal operation. The results of this study indicate
that a high-risk situation occurs at four-legged
intersections of two arterial roadways when signals
are in a flashing mode.
Therefore, appropriate
criteria could include both intersection type and
the functional classification of the intersecting
roadways.
The elimination of flashing signal operation at
high-risk locations during off-peak, nighttime hours
appears to be effective in reducing right-angle
accident frequency and road agency liability exposure at individual locations or systemwide.
Of
course, trade-offs must be made in terms of vehicle
delay, potential increases in rear-end accidents,
and possibly in terms of driver disregard for
signals.
However, these disadvantages can be effectively dealt with by other means.
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The before-and-afte]!.J. design with a comparison
group could be implemented in this study as follows:
Suppose the traffic signal at a particular site was
in flash mode from 11 p.m. to 6 a.m. before June 1
and then returned to normal operation after June 1.
A comparison group would be defined as the number of
accidents that occurred between 6 a.m. and 11 p.m.
before and after June 1. Then one could address the
question:
was there a significant change in accident frequency, caused by the flashing mode operation, above and beyond any change in accident frequency that might have been expected at that site
because of normal fluctuations in accident patterns?
That is, if the number of accidents that occurred
between 6 a.m. and 11 p.m. increased after June 1,
the number of 11 p.m. to 6 a.m. accidents might have
been expected to increase during this time also. If
so, was this increase of the same order of magnitude
or did the signal change from flashing to stop an~
90 result in a significant decrease relative to the
comparison group? If the 11 p.m. to 6 a.m. accident
frequency decreased over this period (Figure 1), the
effect of the signal operation mode change would be
even more dramatic.

Discussion
Olga J. Pendleton*
The primary purpose of this discussion is to recommend a statistical method, which is more powerful in
detecting true differences in accident frequencies
in before-and-after designs, to be used on the type
of data collected in this study.
The statistical methods that were used in this
study are quite common and widely practiced in the
accident
frequency
analysis
of before-and-after
designs.
These methods,
unfortunately,
require
stringent normal distribution assumptions or large
sample sizes to effectively determine differences in
accident frequencies.
These statistics, namely the
t-test for comparison of means and the z-test for
comparison of proportions, are widely used because
they are easy to apply and most researchers
encountered them in their training in classical statistics.
Unfortunately, variables encountered in
the field of accident analysis (i.e., accident frequencies and rates) are not normally distributed and
the sample sizes required to appeal to asymptotic
normal theory are not practically attainable.
The
assumptions in performing a t-test include, for
example, the assumption that the variances of the
two comparison populations are equal.
According to
the data presented in Tables 1 and 2, for example,
this assumption appears to be violated in this
study. The sample variances of the before-and-after
sites differ in magnitude by factors of 272 and 479,
respectively, and far exceed the critical value of
4, which is the maximum amount these variances can
differ to validate the homogeneity assumption.
The method of analysis proposed in this discuos ion is the analysis of a befo te-and-after design
with a comparison group, and the recommended stati~
tical procedure for estimating treatment effectiveness is the cross-product ratio.
The details of
this method can be found in a publication by Griffin
(5), and the advantages of this design along with
other statistical tests for evaluating treatment
effectiveness can be found in the Accident Research
Manual (~).
*Texas Transportation Institute, Texas A&M University, College Station, Tex. 77843.

Before
June I

After
June I

FIGURE 1 Changes in accident frequency.
A hypothetical numerical example will be used to
illustrate this method.
Consider the following
accident frequency table that might reflect the
relationship shown in the figure.
No. of Accidents
6 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Before June 1
After June 1

20
30

11 p.m. to 6 a.m.
15
5

The number of 11 p.m. to 6 a.m. accidents was reduced by 67 percent after the signal was returned to
stop-and-go mode.
However, this reduction underestimates the effect of signal change because it
does not take into account the fact that there was a
50 percent increase in 6 a.m. to 11 p.m. accidents
during this same period (probably because of increased traffic volume).
A better estimate of the
percent reduction is obtained using the cross-product or log-odds ratio, which is . the ratio of the 6
a.m. to 11 !:'•Ill• accidents to the 11 p.m. to 6 a.m.
accidents. That is,
CPR=(20/30)/(15/5)= [(20)(5)]/[(30)(15)] = 0.22

(1)

'fhis reduces to a ratio of tne product of tne aiagonals in the table.
The estimate of the percent
reduction is then
(CPR- 1) x 100 = 78 percent

(2)

or there was a 78 percent reduction in the number of
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accidents between 11 p.m. and 6 a.m. after June 1.
If (CPR - 1) had been positive, this would have
meant there was an increase in 11 p.m. to 6 a.m.
accidents.
Obtaining the estimate is only part of the analysis. The next step is to ask if this reduction or
increase was statistically significant.
This is
equivalent to asking if the CPR is equal to 1. The
test is a normal z-test and is computed as
z =In(CPR)/ [(I/20) + (I/30) +(I /I 5) + (I/5)] 11 2 = -2.54

(3)

which is significant at the 5 percent level.
This discussion has focused on the analysis of a
single sitei methods exist for combining sites, but
such methods should be used with caution.
This study attempted to use a control group defined as a similar site over the same time period,
The selection of a comparison group defined by complementary hours at the same site has the advantage
that differences in exposure or roadway geometrics
are minimal because the site of the comparison group
is the same.
Of course, inherent in this is the
assumption that these site variables are equal for
the two daily time periods.
This is sometimes a
problem, especially for the variable exposure. However, most exposure variables, such as average daily
traffic or vehicle-miles of travel, are only available in daily units, not hourly, so they are difficult to control for in any analysis. They surely
are not reflected in the simple t-test on means or
the z-test on proportions using the before-and-after
experience of the test site alone.
In summation, the before-and-after design with a
comparison group could be easily implemented in this
study and is more powerful in evaluating the effect
of changing flashing signals to stop and go. Another
powerful design would require changing these same
signals back to flashing and examining a before-andafter design with a comparison group.

the after period.
Admittedly, the two groups were
not identical, but they were very close to equal
before treatment of the test group.
In conclusion, it is unlikely that different
study designs or statistical methods would have
resulted in less significant results.
In fact, two
different research designs and a variety of statistical methods were used in this study, and the same
conclusion was derived from both study designs.
It
was clear that the elimination of flashing signal
operation is effective in reducing late night,
right-angle accidents at intersections.
The reader need only review the data to observe
the dramatic effects of eliminating flashing signal
operation. For example, in two-thirds of the beforeand-after test sites, 100 percent reductions in
right-angle accidents were noted after flashing
signal operation was eliminated.
The average accident reduction for all test sites was greater than
97 percent. These reductions were experienced even
though right-angle accident frequency at the comparison sites increased by almost 36 percent during
the study period.
At one of the comparison sites, an average of
more than 10 right-angle accidents occurred annually
during flashing signal operation.
Flashing signal
operation was eliminated at this location in 1982.
In the year following flash elimination, no rightangle accidents occurred during the hours in which
the signal had operated on flash.
Total accidents
at this intersection (for a 24-hr period) were reduced by more than 33 percent.
Given these and
similar examples of dramatic reductions in accident
frequency, statistical analyses may not even be
necessary
to
demonstrate
the
effectiveness
of
eliminating flashing signal operation.
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Analysis of Delay and User Costs at Unwarranted
Four-Way Stop Sign Controlled Intersections
MICHAEL N. BYRD and DONALD B. STAFFORD

ABSTRACT

A study was conducted to examine the operational characteristics of t raff i c controls
at low-volume, low-speed intersections with
unwarranted four-way stop sign control. The
research involved the collection of traffic
volume and delay data at eight selected
four-way stop sign controlled intersections
in three cities in northwestern South Carolina .
These data and various unit delay
values and unit cost factors were used to
quantify the delays and road user costs
experienced by motorists at these intersections.
The delay and road user costs that
would result from two-way stop sign control
at the intersections were estimated based on
field data collected at similar intersections and compared with the delay and road
user costs associated with four-way stop
sign control.
This comparison of delay and
road user costs showed that four-way stop
sign control at the eight intersections
selected for study caused 26,430 hr of additional delay and $296,610 in additional road
user costs annually.
Four-way stop sign
control produced an average of 3, 300 hr of
additional
delay
per
intersection
and
$37,080 per intersection in additional road
user costs annually.
Therefore, it was
concluded that unless an accident problem
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sign control exists, the unwarranted use of
four-way stop sign control results in unnecessary delay and road user costs to the
driv i ng public and that the intersection
traffic control should be changed to two-way
sign control. Also, traffic engineers should
resist efforts by the public to have fourway stop sign control installed at intersecticr.s wh~~a it ig net warranted.

The purpose of the stop sign is to inform the motorist of a requirement to stop.
Ideally, stop signs
should protect the continuous flow of through traffic on the major route.
Stop signs should not hP.
installed for speed control
<!l·
Nevertheless,
community groups often exert pressure on their
elected officials to install stop signs, particularly unwarranted four-way stop signs, for speed
control. Citizens and public officials believe that
four-way stop sign control will reduce vehicle
speeds and significantly increase the safety of
their community, but they apparently are unaware of
the magnitude of the increased delay and add i tion"l
road user costs associated with this type of intersection traffic control.
Although the stop sign is
not recommended for speed control, some traffic
engineers apparently approve four-way stop sign
installations because of a lack of concern for the

increased delay and higher road user cost involved
or because of their desire to demonstrate a concern
for community safety by installing a traffic control
device that has a reasonably low initial cost. However, i t should be noted that under some c ir cumstances warranted four-way stop sign control of
intersections can provide accident savings that
justify the increased delay and higher road user
cost.
Unwarranted four - way stop sign control causes
greater delay and road user costs than does two-way
stop sign control because of the requirement that
all vehicles come to a complete stop.
In addition,
increased fuel consumption and vehicle emissions
result from the unnecessary stopping maneuvers associated with unwarranted four-way stop sign control.
Therefore, the overall impact of unwarranted
four-way stop sign control is undesirable from several standpoints. The installation of four-way stop
sign control should be strictly limited to intersections that clearly warrant this type of traffic
control.

PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES
The purpose of the study reported here was to evaluate certain operational characteristics of t r affic
at four-way stop sign controlled intersections that
did not meet accepted minimum warrants for the installation of four-way stop sign control. To fulfill
th is pn~~~e • the specific ~bjecti·..~ee ~~r2 { ~) £..-.
collect traffic volume and delay data at selected
four-way stop sign and two-way stop sign controlled
intersections, (bl to quantify delay and road user
costs at the selected four-way stop sign controlled
intersections, (c) to estimate the delay and road
user costs associated with two-way stop sign control
at the selected four-way stop sign controlled intersections, and (d) to present information on the
comparison of delay and road user cni;t:" ;if: i nt-. ~r!! ~C 
tions with different forms of intersection traffic
control.

DATA COLLECTION
The primary criterion for select.ing the four-way
stop sign controlled intersections for this study
was the failure of an intersection to meet the minimum wa rran t s for multiway stop sign cont r o l (1). The
eight four-way stop sign controlled inte rsections
selected for study were located in Anderson and
Oconee counties in northwestern South Carolina.
Three intersections were located in the Oconee
County town of Seneca that had a 1980 population of
7,436. Three intersections were located in Walhalla.
the county seat of Oconee county, that had a 1980
population of 3,977. Two intersections were located
inside the corporate limits of Anderson, a city that
had a 1980 population of 27,965.
Data were collected on traffic volume and vehicle
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delay characteristics at each intersection during
weekdays so the data would represent typical traffic
conditions. The two components of intersection delay
measured were stopped-time delay and the delay associated with speed change cycles.
The procedures
followed
in
conducting
the
stopped-time
delay
studies were those described in the Manual of Traffic Engineering Studies (2) i these procedures represent a widely adopted method of obtaining information on stopped-time delay.
This method involved
the counting of vehicles stopped on an intersection
approach at successive time intervals.
Speed change cycle delay, which is defined as the
additional time required to decelerate from a specific approach speed and then accelerate back to the
initial approach speed above the time required to
travel through the intersection at the initial approach speed, was computed for each intersection
approach. In this analysis all vehicles approaching
a four-way stop sign controlled intersection were
assumed to be traveling at the speed limit and then
come to a complete stop.
The unit values of delay
used in the analysis of the speed change cycle delay
were obtained from Winfrey's Economic Analysis for
Highways (]).
The speed change cycle delay was
combined with the stopped-time delay to obtain , total
intersection delays.
The operational restrictions imposed by intersection traffic control devices create additional road
user costs for motorists.
It has long been recognized that traffic congestion and the associated
delay are not only inconvenient but add to the cost
of transporting goods and passengers.
A highway
improvement that reduces congestion and delay can
result in a significant reduction in road user
costs. Therefore, quantifying road user costs is an
important part of a study of the economics of intersection traffic control.
The two types of costs
considered in this study were those associated with
the operation of the vehicle and the value of motorists' time. Vehicle operating costs are defined as
those direct road user costs that result from the
operation of a vehicle.
Because all vehicles must
stop at four-way stop sign controlled intersections,
the vehicle operating costs calculated were those
resulting from vehicles decelerating from the initial speed to a stop and accelerating back to the
initial speed plus vehicle idling costs while
stopped. This study used the widely accepted methods
provided by the AASHTO "Red Book" (_i) for quantifying vehicle operating costs.
The AASHTO methods involved the application of
cost factors to the traffic volume and delay data
collected at each four-way stop sign controlled
intersection.
AASHTO provided cost factors that
represented 1975 conditions and price levels. Before
applying these cost factors, they were updated to
March 1982 conditions and pr ice levels using procedures recommended in the Red Book (_i). These procedures are based on the consumer and wholesale price
indexes published by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
The daily volume of vehicles passing through each
intersection was multiplied by the appropriate updated AASHTO cost factor to obtain the speed change
cycle costs generated at an intersection.
Because
of the low percentages of single-unit and tractorsemitrailer trucks in the traffic stream at the
intersections involved in the study, the daily speed
change cycle costs at the intersections resulted
primarily from passenger vehicle speed change cycles.
Idling costs are incurred when a vehicle is
stopped at an intersection.
The amount of cost is
dependent on the vehicle type and the length of time
the vehicle is stopped.
To calculate the daily
vehicle idling cost at an intersection, the unit

values of idling cost recommended in the Red Book
(_i) were updated and used.
Each unit cost ~~lue per
idling hour was multiplied by the daily stopped-time
delay to obtain the daily idling costs at an intersection.
This study also placed a value on the time associated with traveling through an intersection by
multiplying unit values of time by the amount of
time consumed and by a vehicle occupancy factor.
The unit values of time used were $3.00 per traveler
hour for the occupants of passenger vehicles and
$6.00 per traveler hour for the occupants of singleunit and combination tractor-semitrailer trucks. All
passenger vehicles were considered to have an average occupancy of 1. 6 adults per vehicle and all
trucks were considered to have an average occupancy
of 1.2 adults per vehicle.
The total road user
costs at each four-way stop sign controlled intersection were calculated by combining the vehicle
operating cost from speed change cycles and vehicle
idling with the time cost.

IMPACT OF TWO-WAY STOP SIGN CONTROL
The delay and road user costs associated with fourway stop sign control were compared with the delay
and road user costs resulting from two-way stop sign
control.
Estimation of the delay and road user
costs that would result at the four-way stop sign
controlled intersections i f they were controlled by
two-way stop signs required the collection of additional delay data at two-way stop sign controlled
intersections. The additional delay data were analyzed to obtain numerical values of the stopped-time
delay per vehicle and the frequency and magnitude of
all speed change cycles associated with two-way stop
sign control.
The selection of intersections where
the additional delay data were collected was done on
the basis of similarity of traffic volumes, approach
speeds, turning movements, traffic stream characteristics, and abutting land uses at the intersection and at a particular four-way stop sign controlled
intersection
examined previously.
Each
intersection was located as close as possible to a
particular four-way stop sign controlled intersection to take advantage of similarities in traffic
characteristics and environmental conditions in a
given area.
Four two-way stop sign controlled intersections were analyzed.
Each of the four-way
stop sign controlled intersections had a highway in
common with one of these two-way stop sign controlled intersections.
The stopped-time delay that was measured at the
two-way stop sign controlled intersections was used
to estimate the stopped-time delay that would result
if the four-way stop sign controlled intersections
were controlled by two-way stop signs. The stoppedtime delay per vehicle on the minor approaches was
determined for each two-way stop sign controlled
intersection and these values were applied to the
traffic volume on the minor approaches of the fourway stop sign controlled intersections.
The frequencies and magnitudes of the speed
change cycles that occurred at the two-way stop sign
controlled intersections were applied to the traffic
volumes on the four-way stop sign controlled intersections to estimate the speed change cycle delay
that would result if the four-way stop sign controlled intersections were controlled by two-way
stop signs.
The analysis of the economic impact of two-way
stop sign control at the four-way stop sign controlled intersections focused on road user costs.
These road user costs consisted of the vehicle operating costs from speed change cycles and vehicle
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idling plus the time cost to vehicle occupants. The
methods and procedures used to calculate the road
user cost that would result from two-way stop sign
control were the same as those described previously
for four-way stop sign control.
A more detailed
description of the study techniques employed, the
methods used for computing total intersection delay
and road user costs, and the results obtained from
the study has been presented by Byrd (2).

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This study investigated the operational characteristics of selected unwarranted four-way stop sign
controlled intersections. Field data were collected
on traffic volume and delay characteristics at eight
intersections currently operating with four-way stop
sign control in northwestern South Carolina.
Stopped-time delay studies were conducted on all of the
approaches to the intersections. The traffic volume
and delay data were then used in conjunction with
unit delay and cost factors obtained from previous
research to quantify delay and road user costs at
each intersection.
The annual delay at the eight four-way stop sign
controlled intersections was calculated to be 42,660
hr or 5,330 hr per intersection. Sixty-eight percent
of this delay resulted from speed change cycles and
the remaining 32 percent was stopped-time delay. The
annual road user cost that resulted at all eight
four-way stop sign controlled intersections was
$477,960 or $59,750 per intersection.
Fifty-four
percent of this cost resulted from vehicle operating
costs during the speed change cycles.
Time costs
represented 44 percent and vehicle idling costs
accounted for the remaining 2 percent of the road
user costs.
To estimate the magnitude of the possible benefits of two-way stop sign control at the eight fourway stop sign controlled intersections that did not
meet the minimum traffic volume warrant of the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (_!), intersections with comparable traffic characteristics and
currently operating under two-way stop sign control
were analyzed.
Using the data obtained at these
intersections, the delay and road user costs that
would result from two-way stop sign control at the
four-way stop sign controlled intersections were
estimated.
These estimates were then compared with
the delays and road user costs that existed with
four-way stop sign control to determine the impact
that two-way stop sign control would have on the
ae.Lay and road user cos t s a t t:nese in t ersec t ions.
These comparative analyses showed that the installation of two-way stop sign control would reduce intersection delay and intersection road user costs 62
percent.
Unwarranted four-way stop sign control at the
eight intersections selected for study, assuming 100
percent driver obedience of atop oigne, caueed
26,430 hr of additional delay and $296,610 in additional road user costs annually.
Neglecting differences in traffic volumes at the intersections,
unwarranted four"- way stop sign control caused an
average of 3,300 hr of additional delay per intersection and $37, 080 per intersection in additional
road user costs annually.
This study was conducted on low-volume, low-speed
------------.L-.!11
----W.1.1...11
UllWCU.1.0.111,..CU
.LUU.L-way
sign
control in northwestern South Carolina.
In the
--.!.LL

~-----

~l,..U~

context of this study, low-volume intersections were
considered to be intersections with fewer than 8,000
vehicles per day on all approaches.
Low-speed intersections were considered to be intersections with
approach speed limits of 35 mph or less.
The following conclusions, which were derived from this
study, may apply to intersections similar to the
ones investigated but not to all intersections with
four-way stop sign control.
1. The unwarranted use of four-way stop sign
control causes motor is ts to experience substantial
amounts of additional and unnecessary delay and road
user costs.
2. The installation of two-way stop sign control
at an intersection operating with unwarranted fourway stop sign control can produce significant delay
reductions and road user cost savings.
3. The total delay to the minor highway tr11ffi c
at unwarranted four-way stop sign controlled intersections would not be significantly changed by the
installation of two-way stop sign control.
The effectiveness of four-way stop sign control
as a safety measure is dependent on individual intersection characteristics.
If an intersection is
operating with unwarranted four-way stop sign control that is not a needed safety measure, the driving public is forced to pay unnecessary road user
costs and suffer delay.
In addition, it has been
established previously that the use of unwarranted
four-way stop sign control results in increased fuel
consumption and vehicle emissions.
Therefore, this
study concluded that unwarranted four-way stop sign
control
at
low-volume,
low-speed
intersections
should be changed to two-way stop sign control when
highway safety will not be seriously compromised.
Also, traffic engineers should use the information
on additional delay and road user costs associated
with four-way stop sign controlled intersections to
resist the efforts of the public to have four-way
stop sign control installed at intersections where
it is not warranted.
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Abridgment

Passing Requirements for Two-Lane
Highways in Mountainous Areas
NICHOLAS J. GARBER and MITSURU SAITO

ABSTRACT

The Virginia Department of Highways and
Transportation uses a
special centerline
marking designated mountain pavement marking
on two-lane highways in mountainous regions.
This marking consists of a single broken
line
supplemented
by
PASS WITH CAUTION
signs.
This marking has been criticized
because it does not prohibit passing on
sections of highways with inadequate sight
distances.
Consequently, a study was conducted to determine if this marking system
should be replaced with the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) standard marking pattern and to develop guide1 ines for minimum lengths of passing zones
and minimum sight distances for safe passes
on two-lane mountain roads.
In this paper
the results of that part of the study that
dealt with the development of minimum passing er i ter ia are presented.
Passing maneuvers were recorded at five sites with a
16-mm movie camera.
Relevant data were then
extracted from the film and used to develop
a regression model for the minimum length of
passing zone based on the passing speed and
the difference in speeds of the passing and
impeding vehicles.
A minimum passing sight
distance for a safe pass or a comfortable
aborting of the pass was then developed
using the concepts of critical position and
comfortable deceleration.
The results indicate that the minimum values suggested in
the MUTCD are inadequate and that there are
no significant differences in traffic characteristics between roads with the special
marking and those with standard MUTCD marking.
The results also indicate that, although speed is the major factor affecting
the passing distance on two-lane highways in
mountainous reg ions, other factors such as
the difference between the speeds of the
passing and impeding vehicles and grade, in
that order, also have some effect.

The long-standing policy of the Virginia Department
of Highways and Transportation is to use the center1 ine marking standards outlined in the Manual on
Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD)
(.!_).
The
department, however, uses a special type of marking
on two-lane highways in mountainous regions.
This
special marking, designated mountain pavement marking, consists of a single, broken, yellow line supplemented by PASS WITH CAUTION signs (Figure 1) •
Passing maneuvers are not prohibited by the solid
yellow line, even when sight distances are inadequate for prevailing speeds, so the decision to pass
is left entirely to the motorist.
The argument in
favor of this marking pattern is that it allows

FIGURE 1 Mountain pavement marking.

motorists to legally pass slow-moving vehicles where
it would not be possible to do so for long distances
if these roads were marked in compliance with the
MUTCD standards.
In response to criticism of this practice of
marking two-lane highways in mountainous regions, a
study was undertaken to evaluate the marking and to
determine minimum lengths of passing zones and sight
distances for these highways.
In this paper the minimum criteria developed for
passing zones and sight distances are documented in
terms of
1. A description of the regression model developed for minimum passing sight distances and minimum
lengths of passing zones;
2. Recommended guidelines for establishing passing and no-passing zonesi and
3. Results of a comparison of the before and
after data, with the focus on the driver's interpretation of and compliance with the MUTCD pavement
marking pattern and the evaluation of the proposed
passing zone lengths.

PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES
The primary purpose of this portion of the study was
to develop guidelines that can be used to delineate
passing and no-passing zones on two-lane highways in
mountainous regions using the MUTCD standard pavement marking pattern. The objectives were
1. To determine safe and acceptable passing
distances for this type of roadway,
2. To determine minimum sight distances for safe
passing, and
3. To recommend means of determining appropriate
marking patterns for the roads.

..
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STUDY APPROACH
The research was designed as a before-and-after
study. The before phase investigated traffic operational characteristics and passing maneuvers at
selected sites striped with the mountain pavement
marking.
The data taken at these sites were subsequently used in developing pass models that, in
turn, were used to formulate guidelines for minimum
passing zone lengths and minimum passing sight distances.
Two of the sites used in the before phase
and one other site were then selected for the after
phase. The mountain pavement marking at these three
sites was replaced with the standard MUTCD marking
patterns for passing and no-passing zones in conformity with the guidelines developed.
Durinq the
after phase, motorists' interpretation of the MUTCD
marking patterns and compliance with them, and the
adequacy of the proposed minimum passing
zone
lengths, were evaluated. Data on traffic operational
characteristics were also collected during this
phase.
From an inventory of the roadways striped with
the mountain pavement marking, five sites were selected for study based on the criterion that traffic
volume, operating speed, and passing maneuvers at
the selected sites be representative of the range
that exists on mountainous roads striped with mountain pavement markings.

c

space headway left for the impeding vehicle by the passing vehicle when it completes the pass, after spacing:
clearance distance between the passing and
oncoming vehicle at completion of passing
maneuver:
distance traveled by the passing vehicle
between the critical position and the position of completion of a pass: and
distance traveled by the oncoming vehicle
while the passing vehicle travels from the
critical position to completion of pass.

DATA REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS
Traffic Operating Characteristics
Operating Speed
Eighty-fifth percentile speeds observed were between
approximately 40 and 50 mph, and mean speeds were
between 35 and 45 mph.
The difference in speeds
between opposing lanes was found to be significant
at 95 percent confidence for grades greater than 5
percent.
The maximum speed difference observed
between the opposing lanes was 7.0 mph.

Speed Difference Between Passing and
Impeding Vehicles
DATA COLLECTION
The data collection consisted of two major tasks:
the collection of traffic flow data with an electronic traffic data acquisition system and the filming of passing maneuvers with a 16-mm movie camera.
A traffic data recorder (TDR) system developed by
Leupold & Stevens, Inc., was used for the first
task.
Traffic operational data such as volume,
vehicle speeds, headways, traffic queues, and vehicle classifications were collected during a period
of at least 24 continuous hours on Tuesday through
Thursday.
For the second task, a Canon Scoopic 16 MS 16-mm
lf1ovie-
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The earner-a was

placed

at

The speeds of impeding vehicles varied from 15 to 45
mph, whereas those of passing vehicles ranged from
30 to 64 mph.

a

point from which the centerline pavement marking was
clearly visible.
A film speed of 24 frames per
second was used throughout the study.
Kodak Ektachrome film 7241EE (ASA 80), on 100-ft rolls was
used throughout the study. Data on passing maneuvers
were collected from a total of 85 passing maneuvers
filmed.
Figure 2 is a schematic presentation of the pass..... ,..
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- Critical Position

the figure, PD, D3, D9, G2, and X' were extracted
from the passes filmed with the 16-mm camera.
The
distance elements are defined as
- Abreast Position

P
I
0

PD

D3

D9

X'

passing vehicle:
impeding vehicle:
oncomin~ vehicle:
passing distance denoting the distance
traveled by the passing vehicle while it is
on the left lane:
distance traveled by the passing vehicle
from the head and tail position, where the
passing vehicle catches up with the impeding vehicle, to completion of the pass:
distance traveled by the passing Vehicle
from the abreast position to the completion of the pass:
space headway retained by the passing vehicle just before it encroaches onto the left
lane, before spacing:

0

Position at
Completion of Pass

0
0

FIGURE 2 Distance elements of passing maneuvers.
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Passing Speed Versus Off-Peak 85th Percentile Speed

TABLE 1 Suggested Minimum Lengths
of Passing Zones for Two-Lane Highways
in Mountainous Regions

The MUTCD employs the prevailing off-peak 85th percentile speed as the independent variable to compute
minimum passing sight distances.
The accuracy of
this for the roads in this study was checked by
comparing the mean speed of the passing vehicles
with the off-peak 85th percentile speed at the appropriate sites, and it was found that in all cases
the mean passing speeds were approximately equal to
the off-peak 85th percentile speeds.

85th
Percentile
Speed {mph)

Proposed
(ft)

(ft)

30
35
40
45
50

560
610
660
710
750

400
400
400
400
400

MUTCD

Regression Analysis
A stepwise multiple linear regression analysis was
performed using the software package BMDP (1_) with
the passing distance as the dependent variable and
passing speed, available sight distance, speed difference between passing and impeding vehicles, and
grade as independent variables. The analysis showed
that passing speed had the greatest impact on passing distance.
Passing speed was followed by available sight distance, then speed difference, with
grade having the least impact.
This analysis, however, also showed that multicollinearity exists
between sight distance and speed (i.e., speed is
related to sight distance).
Further analysis also
showed that, for speeds less than 50 mph and grades
less than 10 percent, the effect of grade on passing
distance is minimal.
Therefore,
the regression
equation was developed using the two major variables, speed and speed difference.
The equation
thus obtained is
PD= 266.397 + 9.689 V - 12.448 m

(1)

where
PD
V
m

passing distance in feet,
passing speed (off-peak 85th percentile
speed) in mph, and
speed difference in mph.

Minimum Lengths of Passing Zones
In this study a passing zone is analogous to the
passing distance.
It is the distance traveled by
the passing vehicle on the left lane in a passing
maneuver. Within this distance, the passing vehicle
encroaches onto the left lane, passes the impeding
vehicle, and returns to the right lane on completion
of the passing maneuver.
In developing the proposed minimum lengths of
passing zones, two factors were taken into consideration. First, the speed difference (m) used in the
regression model was 12 mph.
This assures that the
lengths of passing zones suggested will be equal to
or greater than the actual passing distances of 85
percent of all passing maneuvers. Second, to provide
for passing maneuvers that do not commence at the
beginning of the passing zone, the 95 percent confidence level upper limit of the obtained regression
model was used.
The proposed minimum lengths of
passing zones for different 85th percentile speeds
were, therefore, obtained from this model and are
given in Table 1. It can be seen that the proposed
minimum lengths are greater than 400 ft, which is
the minimum suggested in the MUTCD for all speeds.
This suggests that the minimum length of 400 ft
suggested in the MUTCD may be inadequate for twolane, two-way highways in mountainous regions, even
at the low speed of 30 mph.

PASSING SIGHT DISTANCE REQUIREMENTS
In this study, the passing sight distance was defined as the sum of the distance between the critical position (CP) and the position at completion of
a pass, the clearance distance between the passing
and oncoming vehicles at completion of a pass (C) ,
and the distance traveled by an oncoming vehicle
while the passing vehicle travels from the er i tical
position and completely returns to the right lane
(D4). This relation is shown in Figure 2.
To compute the passing sight distances for different passing speeds it was first necessary to
locate the critical position of a passing maneuver.
The critical position was defined by Lieberman as
the point where "the decision by the passing vehicle
to complete the pass will afford it the same clearance relative to an oncoming vehicle, as will the
decision to abort the pass" (] ).As the deceleration
rate decreases, the passing motorist must decide
earlier to abort.
In order to determine the critical position in
this study, the deceleration rates (d) necessary for
an abort maneuver starting at a point with a clearance distance (C') equal to the clearance distance
(C) for a pass maneuver starting at the same point
were calculated for different passing speeds.
The deceleration rates computed for the different
positions were then compared with acceptable deceleration rates.
It was determined that acceleration
rates for the critical position located at 2/3 PD
are within acceptable limits, whereas those for
critical positions located at less than 2/3 PD tend
to exceed comfortable limits when passing speeds are
greater than 40 mph.
It was, therefore, decided to
select 2/3 PD as the critical position, and this
position was used to determine the sight distance
requirements given in Table 2. The suggested minimum
passing sight distances given in Table 2 were computed for equal upgrade and downgrade speeds by the
equation
PSD = (4/3 PD) + C
where
PD

passing distance, in feet, from regression
model m = 12, and
c = clearance distance estimated from AASHTO.

and for different speeds between upgrade and downgrade by the equation
PSD' = (2/3 PD) + Ch + Dh
where
adjusted passing sight distance, in feet,
clearance distance for higher speed, in
feet, and
distance traveled by oncoming vehicle at
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TABLE 2 Comparison of Minimum Passing Sight Distance Requirements
Minimum Passing Sight Distance (ft)
Upgrade 85th
Percentile
Speed (V 1 )
(mph)

Equal Upgrade and
Downgrade Speeds

Different Speeds Between Upgrade and Downgrade
(this study)

This Study

MUTCD

(V1< Vh < (V1+5.0)

(V 1 + 5.0) < Vh < (V 1 + 10.0)

645
735
825
910
J ,000
1,11 s

500
550•
600
700"
800
900"

700
800
8&5
970
1,095
1,200

800
870
950
1,070
J ,190

30
35
40
45
50

SS

b

a IJ1terpolated.
bPassing sight distances were computed only for passing speeds up to 55 mph because grade may significantly affect passing
distance when passing speeds are higher than 55 mph.

higher velocity during time passing vehicle
travels from critical point to completion
of pass.
A comparison of the minimum sight distances obtained
from this study with the corresponding values suggested in the MUTCD indicates that the MUTCD values
are inadequate for two-lane, two-way highways in
mountainous regions.

EVALUATION OF PROPOSED GUIDELINES
The adequacy of the proposed guidelines when used to
provide passing zones marked with the MUTCD standard
patterns was evaluated by conducting an after study
at two of the five sites selected for the before
study and a new site. Only two of the original five
sites were used for the after study because only at
these sites do the traffic and geometric characteristics conform to the proposed guidelines.
The results indicate that when passing zones were
provided based on the guidelines developed, 80 percent of passing motorists returned to the right lane
without intruaing into th~ p~~sing znn~ of th~ opposing lane.
This indicates that the maiority of
motorists correctly interpreted the MUTCD passing
and no-passing zone marking patterns.
At sections where the mountain pavement marking
was replaced with the double solid yellow line for
the no-passing zone, it was found from the data
taken with the electronic data acquisition system
that very few passing maneuvers occurred.
This
i!!~i~~t-es

th~t

m0t0!'ists

~0!'!'e!:!tly

i!!te!'p!'-eted

CONCLUSIONS
The results of this study indicate that although
speed is the major factor affecting the passing
distance on two-lane, two-way highways in mountainous regions, other factors such as the speed difference between the passing and impeding vehicles and
grade, in that order, also have some effect.
Grade
is, however, not a major factor if the passing speed
is less than 50 mph.
The results also indicate that the MUTCD specified requirements for marking no-passing zones are
not adequate to ensure safe passing maneuvers on
mountainous highways.
The minimum length of 400 ft
for a passing zone specified by the MUTCD may not be
adequate for passing vehicles to safely complete a
pass, even at a 30 mph passing speed.
RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that a review of the guidelines
given in the MUTCD for marking passing and no-passing zones be undertaken with the objective of updating these guidelines using results of this and other
recent studies.
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Comparative Analysis of Left-Turn Phase Sequencing
RANDY B. MACHEMEHL and ANN M. MECHLER

ABSTRACT

Guidelines for left-turn phase use do not
generally include recommendations for leftturn signal phase sequence patterns.
In
this research, the TEXAS simulation model is
employed to study the effects of various
left-turn sequence patterns on traffic operations in order to establish guidelines for
using most typical sequence patterns. Recent
literature on the effects of left-turn sequence patterns on intersection delay and
accidents
is
reviewed.
Using
vehicular
delay as a basis for comparison, protected
only
and
protected/permissive
left-turn
phasing with pretimed control are studied.
Dual leading and dual lagging left-turn
phase sequences, supplemented by permissive
turning and pretimed control, are also studied. Furthermore, split, dual, and composite
sequences are compared for the pretimed
case.
The examination of basic phase sequencing schemes under actuated signal control essentially duplicates that for pretimed control.
Finally, guidelines for the
implementation of phase sequence patterns
are presented.

When left-turn demands approach or exceed maximum
unprotected flow rates at signalized intersections,
traffic control schemes are usually modified to
provide protected left-turn signal phases.
Guidelines for left-turn phase use do not generally provide a specific rationale for choosing among the
many possible left-turn signal phase sequence patterns. The study reported in this paper <!l contains
a description of the effects of various left-turn
sequence patterns on left-turn as well as total
intersection traffic operations.
Guidelines for
using most typical sequence patterns are presented.
For the purpose of this discussion the following
terminology has been adopted for describing leftturn phase sequences. A protected left-turn phase is
that portion of the signal cycle in which left-turn
maneuvers are permitted and all conflicting maneuvers are prohibited.
A permissive left-turn phase
is that portion of a cycle in which left turns are
permitted but only through gaps in the opposing
traffic stream.
A protected left-turn phase that
occurs before display of the opposing through green
is called a leading phase, and one occurring immediately after the opposing through green is called
lagging.
The term "dual left turns" is used to
describe protected left-turn phases that occur
simultaneously on opposing approaches of the same
street. "Split phasing" is used to describe schemes
in which protected left-turn phases on the same
street do not occur simultaneously.
Such schemes
may or may not use protected left-turn phases on
both approaches, and, where present, the protected
lefts may occur before, after, or during through
movement green indications.

PREVIOUS RESEARCH
Published research findings were reviewed to provide
a background for primary data collection and analysis efforts.
Five significant references, which
dealt with the question of how left-turn phase sequencing affects vehicular delay and accidents, were
located <1-2) •
Each of these studies compared measures of vehicular delay for protected-only and protected/permissive left-turn phasing.
Particular phase sequence
patterns such as dual and split arrangements were
not specifically addressed. Field studies conducted
in Maryland, California, Florida, and Kentucky found
that intersection delay was reduced when permissive
left-turning supplemented the protected phase.
All of the studies compared the frequency of
left-turn accidents before and after permissive
phasing was installed.
Experiences in the four
states indicated that permissive phasing does not
produce statistically significant changes in accident experience or accident severity at locations
with good geometrics and approach speeds less than
45 mph.

COMPARATIVE ANALYSES
Left-turn phase sequence patterns, using both pretimed and actuated signal controllers, were compared
under a variety of traffic demands.
Computer simulation using the TEXAS model for intersection traffic was the primary data collection tool. Simulation
provided a means of systematically examining combinations of geometry and traffic demand that were of
specific interest.
Protected Versus Pro tected/Permissive Phasing
The first experiment conducted as part of this study
compared total delay for permissive/protected and
protected left-turn phases with fixed cycle and
phase durations. Test conditions were imposed on a
four-leg intersection in which all approaches were
loaded by the same traffic volumes with a left-turn
percentage of 20.
The application of different
traffic demands to one timing plan demonstrates the
set of conditions that might exist through the various peak and off-peak hours of a typical day.
Total vehicular delay was compared for the protected-only and the permissive/protected phase patterns.
The nonparametric Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
was used to evaluate the statistical significance of
the differences in delay statistics.
The two test
conditions were found to be significantly different
at all volume levels, with permissive/protected
phasing producing less delay. The protected/permissive sequence generally produced an BO percent reduction in total delay to left-turn traffic.
The consistency of the delay reduction is particularly significant because opposing traffic volumes
ranged from 360 vehicles per hour (vph) (BO percent
of 450 vph) to 600 vph (BO percent of 750 vph).
Under the low-volume condition, the unprotected
left-turn capacity exceeded the demand whereas under
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the 750 vph demand the unprotected capacity was less
than one-third the demand.
Therefore, even when a
relatively small fraction of the. total left-turn
demand can be served by a permissive phase, large
savings in left-turn delay can be expected.

Phase Sequences Under Pretimed Control
In the previous section permissive/protected phasing
was shown to be generally effective in reducing
vehicular delay relative to protected-only phasing.
The sequence in which protected phases are provided
may also have an effect on vehicular delay because
most protected phase sequences may be supplemented
by permissive turns.

Dual Left-Turn Phasing
Dual leading and lagging left turns were compared
under conditions o f prote cted-o nly left t u rning.
This experiment used the same intersection geometry,
signal timing, and traffic demands as the previous
experiment.
Eight hours of simulated observation
time were collected for each test condition.
Statistical testing of the differences in total delay
between leading and lagging dual phases under prot ected-only phasing indicates that the two schemes
are not significantly different with regard to both
left-turning and total approach traffic delay.
Because of this conclusion, vehicular delay and
other operational statistics were compared for leading and lagging dual left- turn phasing when both
were supplemented by pe r missive t ur n ing.
The t e s t
conditions were expanded to encompass a variety of
20 different approach traffic demands.
For each
case, signal phase and cycle lengths were arranged
to be nearly optimal for the stated demand and at
least 1 hr of simulated observation time was collected.
Nonparametric statistical testing indicates that
d ual lead i ng l e f t-turn phases p rod uce l ess d e l ay to
left- turning vehicles than doe s dual lagging if the
opposing traffic demand on two inbound lanes is less
t han appr o x imat ely 600 vph.
When opposing volumes
are relatively small, significant numbers of vehicles can execute left-turn maneuvers during the
permissive portion of the signal cycle. As opposing
traffic volumes increase, the numbers of left turns
made during permissive phases decrease until the
only opportunities may occur during clearance intervals.
As indicated prev ious l y , dual leading and
dua l lagging sequences tend to produce equivalent
left-turn delays when very few turning opportunities
are available during permissi ve green int er v al s .
Th e r e f o r e , dua l l eading pha sing a ppare ntly provide s
more efficient use of unprotected left-turn phas£ .

Dual Versus Split Phasing
Split left-turn phasing schemes were earlier identified as any o f a family of phase sequenc i ng ar r ang ements in which protected left-turn phases on two
approaches of the same street do not occur simultaneously. Split phasing is used most effectively on
a street where the maximum left-turn and through
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both the left-turn and through movement volumes on
the opposite approach would be noncritical if both
approaches were serviced by a common signal phase.
This situation would be particularly appropriate for
split phase sequencing with no permissive turning.
Ideally, if permissive turns are to be allowed, the

left-turn demand on one approach should require more
processing time than the through movement, and on
the opposing approach more green time should be
required to process the through movement.
To compare vehicular delay resulting from dual
and split phasing a s e rie s of spe cially designe d
experiments was conducted. Two nearly optimal signal
t i ming scheme s were develope d f o r a traffic d emand
condition on a four-by-four intersection.
In one
scheme dual leading left-turn phases were imposed,
and in the other, split left-turn phasing was used i
permissive left turns were allowed in both. As expected, the dual left phasing produced significantly
less left-turn and total intersection delay.
This
effect can be attributed largely to the shorter
phase and cycle lengths possible with dual sequencing.
To extend the comparison and examine the effects
of cycle length, the same traffic demands were used
again but signal cycle l e ngths of 60, BO, and 150
sec were used for both the dual and the split sequences.
The number of phases required for the
60-sec cycle was the same as in the optimum cycle
experiment, and the results were the same.
For the 150-sec cycle, the much larger red times
produced larger queues and requirements for protected left- turn phases on all four approaches.
Here again, dual left-turn phasing should be better
than split phasing because on both streets each
approach required more time to process the main
street traffic than the left-turn vehicles.
The
experimental results confirm this conclusion.
The 80-sec cycle, on the other hand, produced
r e quir eme nts for prote cte d l e ft - turn phase s on both
approaches of street A, but only one approach of
street B.
In this case, split phasing resulted in
less total approach delay on str eet B, and dual
phasing performed more efficiently on street A. The
experiments comparing dual and split phases under
pretimed control indicate that split phase sequencing should be considered as a candidate sequencing
scheme where (a) the critical left-turn and through
movement demands occur on the same approach, and (b)
on onl y one approach the required left-turn processing time exceeds that for the through movement.

Phase Sequences Under Actuated control
A testing program for left-turn phase sequencing
under actuated signal control was designed to parallel that for pretimed control. A number of questions
regarding detector patterns and controller timing
were also studied to provide results comparable with
those of the previous experiment.
Detec to r Con figu r ation and Phase Timing
Sensitivity analyses along with supplemental studies
of detector configurations were used to develop
pl;m11 fnr netec:tnr cnnfiguratinn ann phase timing.
These studies, in conjunction with consideration of
the traffic demands to be studied, yielded initial
specifications of 90-ft-long presence detectors in
t he left- t urn bays and across both t hrough traffic
l.anes.
The detectors were set back l. O ft from the
stop li nes.
One- second initial intervals and 1 - sec vehicle
extension intervals were used with 2-sec minimum
greens.
In all experiments permissive left turns
supplemented protected left turns.
Although the
experiments were conducted with fully skippable
phases, all phases occurred consistently on both
streets.
At least 20 min (and up to 90 min) of
simulated observation time were collected for these
traffic volume cases.
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Dual Left-Turn Phasing
Operational efficiency, with vehicular delay as the
principal measure of effectiveness, was compared for
leading and lagging dual protected left-turn phasing
when both were supplemented by permissive left turns
and timed by an actuated controller.
Nonparametric statistical tests of the experimental results indicate that dual lagging left-turn
phasing creates shorter cycle lengths that produce
smaller delays to the dominant through movements.
The main street green is used much more effectively
with lagging left-turn phases because vehicles in
the left-turn queue can be proceeded during gaps in
the main street traffic. A leading left-turn phase,
on the other hand, may process the entire left-turn
queue before the main street green.
Therefore, the
main street green is used to process only those
left-turn vehicles that arrive while it is in progress. As a result, the cycle length for the intersection is increased, In situations where the maximum phase extension is reached during the protected
left-turn phase, with dual lag phasing the cycle
length will be equal to or shorter than it will be
with dual lead phasing.
.
As the statistical tests also verify, the reduction in cycle duration due to lagging phases causes
a significant reduction in delay to through vehicles.
Left-turn vehicles benefit from this delay
reduction, but at the same time experience a delay
increase caused by slower queue dissipation.
Thus,
left-turn vehicles may or may not benefit from
either phase arrangement, depending on the leftturning and the opposing traffic demand,
For some experimental traffic arrangements lagging phases produce significantly less delay to all
traffic on an approach.
But when all experimental
traffic demand cases were tested together, the difference was not significant.
Approach delay under
actuated control is dependent on the interactive
performance of all vehicles using an approach and
the relative efficiency and relative magnitude of
each vehicular maneuver,
Dual leading left-turn phasing was compared with
dual lagging for the same 20 traffic demand combinations that were examined in the corresponding pretimed experiment with four additional special cases.
Because dual lag phasing generally produced shorter
cycle lengths and less delay than dual lead phasing,
a supplementary experiment was designed in an attempt to produce shorter cycle durations with dual
lead phasing.
The left-turn lane loop detectors
were incrementally shortened in three tests, and a
shorter vehicle extension interval was used for
left-turn traffic.
Although forcing the left-turn traffic to use the
permissive portion of the green signal by causing
early gap-out of the protected left-turn phase
causes the cycle duration to be reduced, it was
never as short as with dual lag phasing. Vehicular
delay was consistently less for dual lagging sequencing schemes.
The dual lagging sequence was,
therefore, judged to be more efficient than dual
leading.

tions determining whether split or dual phasing
should be used do not change when actuated instead
of pretimed control is used,

Leading Versus Lagging Split Phasing
In cases where split left-turn sequences are selected under actuated control, the question of which
left-turn movement should lead a through movement
green may arise.
To determine whether the leading
left-turn movement performs differently than the
lagging movement in a split left-turn phase arrangement, 20 traffic approach demand combinations were
compared for each of the two situations.
The results indicate that there is no significant
difference in delay to left-turning or to through
vehicles when a lagging phase is used instead of a
leading phase, even though the
required phase
lengths are very different.
This is because the
left-turn queue discharges more efficiently with a
leading phase minimizing delay to individual vehicles, but it requires a longer phase to do so, causing a longer cycle duration and more delay at the
intersection. On the other hand, because the lagging
phase is shorter, the main street green signal must
be longer to process the through vehicles that would
be processed with the left-turn vehicles with a
leading phase.
Thus, there is no significant difference between leading and lagging phases with
split left turns and actuated control.

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The preceding discussion has included a comparative
examin.ation of left-turn phase sequence patterns,
Random variability of generated traffic data has
been considered an important aspect of the study and
has been treated through multiple replication of
experimental uni ts.
Comparative analyses have been
developed around traffic operational data with vehicular delay as the primary measure of effectiveness.
Safety-related issues have been included
through a review of published safety data (2-6).
Based on these analyses the following findings -have
been developed.
1. From a traffic operations perspective, provision of permissive left turns during the through
green will always be beneficial regardless of the
type of signal control or left-turn sequence pattern.
Published data (2-6) indicate that safety
problems associated with - permissive lefts are frequently not severe.
Intersection approach speeds
greater than 45 mph are frequently cited as a reason
for prohibiting permissive left turns.

Dual versus Split Phasing

2. There is no operational difference between
dual leading and dual lagging sequences when permissive left turns are prohibited.
When permissive
turning is allowed, dual leading sequences produce
less vehicular delay than dual lagging sequences if
pretimed signal control is used.
Under actuated
control, dual lagging sequence patterns tend to
produce less vehicular delay.

As noted earlier, split phase timing patterns were
developed for 20 traffic demand situations.
Vehicular delay for through and left-turn movements was
compared with the corresponding statistics gathered
under dual left-turn sequencing.
Results of the
comparisons were virtually identical to those produced under pretimed control. Therefore, the condi-

3. The choice of dual versus split phase sequence patterns is not generally affected by the
type of signal controller.
Split phasing will be
the more efficient sequence pattern where the critical left-turn and through movement traffic demands
occur on the same approach and left-turn processing
time for one approach is greater than the through
movement processing time.

.""
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